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Tight and balanced control of cell division and cell differentiation mediated by 
auxin and CK signaling is crucial for plant development. axr3-1 has a reduced 
meristem and undifferentiated root cap, indicating AXR3 involves in controlling 
cell division and cell differentiation. Here, we showed that axr3-1 has increased 
number of QC+CEI+CEI daughter cells (QCI) compared with wild type, and 
these increased QC/CEI like cells exhibit the cell identify of both QC and CEI.  
Besides, our genetics results showed that AXR3 actually acts in parallel with root 
patterning genes. However, AXR3 expresses only in the differentiating cells and 
differentiated cell in both the root cap and TZ upwards but not in the stem cell 
niche, suggesting a non-cell autonomous regulation. It was found that AXR3 
regulates QCI through affecting auxin maximum. Remarkably, activities of 
several PIN auxin efflux facilitators were restricted in axr3-1, namely, PIN1, 
PIN3, PIN4 and PIN7. Moreover, QCI defects were also observed in high order 
pin mutants, substantiating that inefficient auxin transport could lead to a 
defective QCI like that in axr3-1. Additionally, we demonstrated the evidence that 
interaction between TPL and AXR3 is required for AXR3 regulation on QCI. 
Collectively, our results reveal, for the first time, that auxin signaling in the 
differentiating or differentiated cells could direct cell specification and division in 
the stem cell niche. 
In the meanwhile, we described here that AXR3 promotes cell differentiation at 
the TZ, while inhibits cell differentiation in the root cap. Consistently, CK 
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signaling indicated by ARR5::GFP in axr3-1 also exhibits opposite phenotype in 
the root cap and TZ.  Differ from regulating auxin transport; it seems that AXR3 
differentially controls the biosynthesis of CK. Expression of IPT5 in the root cap 
was completely abolished in axr3-1, while expression of several other CK 
biosynthesis genes at TZ was up-regulated. Furthermore, when lowering down 
CK level using 35S::CKX1, a rescued cell differentiation rate at TZ and meristem 
size was observed in axr3-1. Conversely, CK can also activate the expression of 
AXR3 in both root cap region and TZ, forming a positive feedback loop in 
regulating cell differentiation.  
Auxin and CK input determines the balance of cell division and cell 
differentiation. In the root cap region, AXR3 brings an attenuated auxin and CK 
signaling, thus, prohibits cell differentiation. By contrast, AXR3 suppresses auxin 
signaling but promotes CK signaling at the TZ, which leads to accelerating cell 
differentiation rate and smaller meristem size. At the same time, CK boosts the 
activity of AXR3 by promoting its expression, while auxin reduces AXR3 amount 
via facilitating its degradation. Our results also shed light on how AXR3 
differentially coordinates auxin and CK signaling in the regulation of cell division 
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1.1 The Arabidopsis Root is an Ideal Model to Study Plant Development 
Arabidopsis thaliana is a small flowering plant native to Europe, Asia, and 
northwestern Africa. Ever since the beginning of 20
th
 century, Arabidopsis had 
been widely used a model for plant studies, like Drosophila in animal studies. It 
does not only plays important role in genetics, evolution, and plant development 
studies, but also in understanding the fundamental biological processes of 
agriculture crops (Meinke et al. 1998; Rensink and Buell 2004; Platt et al. 2010). 
It has several advantages over other organisms:  
Firstly, the small size of genome makes it easy in genetic screening and 
sequencing. Its genome was sequenced in 2000, and keep updating by The 
Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR). Secondly, Arabidopsis has a short life 
cycle, taking around 6 weeks from germination to mature. Each individual plant 
can produce thousands of seed at one time. Thirdly, plant transformation in 
Arabidopsis is easy to carry out with a high efficiency compared with rice and 
other organism. Agrobacterium tumefaciens mediated high efficiency transgenic 
plants transformation, termed "floral-dip", has been widely used (Rensink and 
Buell 2004; Bent 2006; Harrison et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2006). Finally, a series 
of knockout database generated by high-throughput T-DNA insertion or chemical 




Compared with other tissues, Arabidopsis root is more amenable for experimental 
analysis and manipulations.  Arabidopsis root has several unique virtues: 
Firstly, Arabidopsis root is transparent and small in size. Hence, living 
Arabidopsis roots can be directly imaged under cofocal scanning microscope. 
Stained by propidium iodine (PI), root cell outlines and organizations can be 
easily visualized.  
Secondly, cell fates in Arabidopsis root are predictable. Arabidopsis root has a 
simple radial structure, in which all cell layers can be readily recognized 
according to their positions and morphological characteristics (Meinke et al. 
1998).  In the proximal root, newly formed cells by their initials in each layer will 
automatically replace and push the earlier formed cell. Once the cells are extruded 
out the meritstem, they will quickly differentiate in an invariant way. In the distal 
root, columella and epidermal initials give rise to root cap. The older cell will 
detach from root cap, leave space for the newly formed root cap cells. 
 
1.2 The Structure of Arabidopsis Root  
Primary root is defined as root that derived from the embryo. Arabidopsis primary 
root is composed of five distinct but overlapping sections as shown in Figure1A. 
Each section has its own morphologies and characteristics. On the tip of the 





























Figure 1 Schematic structure of Arabidopsis root  
(A) Five distinct but overlapping sections in primary root. (B) Color-
coded schematic graph of transverse section of root meristem. 
Image adapted from Miyashima et al, 2011.    
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environmental signals, and facilitates soil penetration (Tsugeki and Fedoroff 
1999). Next to it is root meristem, which constitutes small size but fast dividing 
cells and their initials. Root growth rate dependent largely on the activity of root 
meristem. Proximal to this zone is the transition zone (TZ) where cells begin 
differentiation and show increased cell length. TZ usually contains several 
enlarged cells and end where cells reach their fixed cell size.  Elongation zone 
(EZ) starts with the fixed size cell, and expands to cell those epidermal cells that 
are forming bulges at their distal ends, which will develop into root hairs later 
(Dolan et al. 1993). The region following EZ is maturation zone, in which cells 
are completely functional in absorbing water and nutrients from the soil.  
The layout and numbers of cells in primary root is remarkably constant in 
transverse direction among different roots. Figure 1B shows a color-coded 
schematic graph of transverse section of root meristem (Tsugeki and Fedoroff 
1999). Inside vascular tissue, two differentiated protophloem and protoxylem 
elements formed a diarch. With metaxylem and procabium occupy the inner space, 
the vascular tissue exhibit a bisymmetrical pattern (Bishopp et al. 2011). The 
outer layer of the vascular tissue is pericycle composed of an average of 12 cells 
in circumference (Dolan et al. 1993).  Vascular tissue and pericycle form stele of 
Arabidopsis root. Outside stele is the endodermis and cortex, both of which are 
composed of eight cells on average. Outer the cortex is epidermis, of which 




1.3 Root Stem Cell Niche  
Plants possess the unique characteristic of continuous growth and development of 
new organs throughout their entire lifetime(Terpstra and Heidstra 2009). While 
somatic cells differentiate and generate new organs, stem cells maintain the ability 
to continuously divide and self-renewal. A cellular microenvironment that 
provides specific conditions to maintain stem cells status is defined as the stem 
cell niche (Spradling et al. 2001; Scheres 2007).  
In the root stem cell niche, surrounded by the stem cells is quiescent center (QC) 
which is required for the maintenance of the whole stem cell niche by providing 
critical signaling and clues. QC is usually compose of 4 cells that have low 
mitotic activity (Jurgens et al. 1994).  As early as in the heart stage, QC starts to 
function as the organizing center and recruit the immediate neighboring cells to 
form a tight stem cell niche(van den Berg et al. 1997). Stem cells can be further 
classified into different categories based on different tissue types that they give 
rise to: epidermal/lateral root cap initials (Epi/LRC), columella (COL) initials, 
vascular tissue initials (Vasc) and cortex and endodermis initials (CEI).  
During root growth, stem cells are replenished and regenerated, maintaining a 
dynamic balance. The root stem cell niche is a largely invariant structure that 
undergoes predictable and continuous divisions and differentiations to give rise to 
meristem and root cap (Dolan et al. 1993). The stem cells produce two cells in 
every round of cell division: one daughter cell for the self-renewal, and the other 
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daughter cell differentiates progressively with or without further rounds of 
division. The newly-generated daughter cells occupy the proximal meristematic 
zone, whereas the older cells are pushed into the elongation zone where they 
become fixed in size before they reach the differentiation zone. 
 
1.4 Key Patterning Genes Regulate Root Stem Cell Niche  
WOX5 marks the identity of QC and is required for the differentiation of 
columella stem cells. Production of columella cells is not affected in wox5 
because its root can be growth normally as wild type (Sarkar et al. 2007).  It is 
suggested CLE40, a secreted peptide normally in the root differentiation zone and 
differentiated columella cells, modulates the expression of WOX5. This 
modulation requires a receptor-like kinase ACR4 as CLE40 peptide treatment 
cannot induce differentiation of columella stem cells in acr4 background (Stahl et 
al. 2009). Although more evidences are required, the CLE40-ACR4-WOX5 
module provides hints how the output of stem cell niche are defined (Terpstra and 
Heidstra 2009).  
PLETHORAs (PLT), auxin inducible transcription factors, are found as the most 
important effectors that can perceive instructive auxin signals and cooperate stem 
cell niche formation.  plt1 plt2 shows aberrant cell divisions and loss of QC 
identity, resulting in gradually terminated root meristem, suggesting that PLT1 
and PLT2 act redundantly in post-embryonic stem cell specification (Aida et al. 
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2004). External auxin application cannot bypass PLT, indicating that PLT genes 
are essential during root stem cell niche formation. Additional knock out PLT 
homolog genes display additive effects, i.e., rootless plt1 plt2 plt3, complete 
abandoned root and hypocotyl plt1 plt2 plt3 bbm. 
On the contrary, ectopic root structures can be found in the transgenic lines where 
PLT genes are constitutive expressed, revealing a pivotal role of PLT genes as 
master regulators for root development (Boutilier et al. 2002; Aida et al. 2004; 
Galinha et al. 2007).  Indeed, PLT protein levels display a gradient distribution in 
root meristem.  High, intermediate, and low PLT level instruct the fate of stem 
cell, dividing cell, and differentiated cell respectively.  
Expression of PLT genes expanded into the entire embryo in high order pin 
mutant, while PIN genes are dramatically down-regulated in the triple mutant plt1 
plt2 plt3 (Blilou et al. 2005). Additionally; transcript of PLT genes is highly 
overlapped with that of MP and NPH4 at the basal region of embryo, indicating 
there is there is a feedback loop between PLT function and auxin signaling 
(Harper et al. 2000). Recent studies uncover a couple of associated factors GCN5 
and ADA2b that can regulate the accumulation of PLT in Arabidopsis (Kornet and 
Scheres 2009). Root stem cell niche is impaired and eventually lost in these 
mutants, but can be rescued by over-expressing PLT2 (Bertrand et al. 2003; 
Vlachonasios et al. 2003; Benhamed et al. 2006).  
Two transcription factors of GRAS family, SHORTROOT (SHR) and 
SCARECROW (SCR), play important roles in stem cell niche specification and 
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maintenance, especially in asymmetric division of Endo/Cor stem cells (Helariutta 
et al. 2000; Kamiya et al. 2003; Sabatini et al. 2003). SHR is transcriptional 
activated in vascular tissue, whereas its protein moves to the QC and endodermal 
cell layer to initiate the expression of SCR. Tissue specific expression of SCR in 
the QC of scr is sufficient restore stem cell niche; however, complementary 
express SCR in shr cannot rescue stem cell niche, suggesting both SCR and SHR 
are necessary for stem cell niche maintenance (Sabatini et al. 2003). A key issue 
in QC and CEI specification is the control of SHR movement (Di Laurenzio et al. 
1996; Wysocka-Diller et al. 2000; Heidstra et al. 2004). Later studies suggested 
that nucleus localization of SHR is required for the stem cell niche specification. 
To restrict further movement of SHR, SCR will bind with SHR and limit it in the 
nucleus. Chromatin immune-precipitation (ChIP) experiments provided further 
evidence that SHR can directly bind to the promoter of SCR (Levesque et al. 2006; 
Cui et al. 2007). Two targets of SHR and SCR, MAGPIE (MGP) and JACKDAW 
(JKD), whose activation is independent of SHR and SCR in the embryo stage, but 
compromised in shr and scr at later developmental stage(Welch et al. 2007). 
Consistently, expression of SCR in the QC is absent in jkd embryos and 
eventually QC identity is lost. Additionally, JKD and MGP can also bind to the 
promoter of SHR and SCR, forming a complicated regulation network in 
Endo/Cor stem cell specification (Welch et al. 2007).  
The size of the root stem cell niche is controlled by the well characterized 
RETINOBLASTOMA-RELATED (RBR) gene in Arabidopsis (Wildwater et al. 





























Figure 2 Structure and regulation of root meristem and stem cell 
niche 
(A) Color-coded schematic graph of structure of root meristem and stem 
cell niche. Image adapted from Nawy et al, 2005. (B) Established 
regulatory network of stem cell niche. Image adapted from Dinneny et al, 
2008.    
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first found in animals (Weinberg 1995). Local reduction of RBR leads to 
increased stem cells surrounding the QC. Conversely, RBR over-expression 
causes a fast consumption of stem cells. Genetic studies suggest that RBR act 
downstream of SCR in controlling stem cell pool, making it an accurate but tightly 
control in root stem cell niche specification.  
Taken together, we can conclude that an auxin maximum mediated by PIN efflux 
carriers define PLT expression. PLT activity together with SHR, SCR, WOX5 and 
RBR specify the stem cell niche. In turn, PLT transcriptional factors control PIN 
expression, creating a feedback loop. 
 
1.5 Auxin Determines Plant Directional Development  
The exceptional flexibility of plant enables them to adapt to different environment 
during their life cycle. The flexibility enable plant regulate the initiation of new 
organs, tissue re-patterning, cell polarity, hormonal signaling in response to 
various external or internal stimuli.  
An intriguing problem that people have been devoted in for a long time is how the 
cells are communicated and coordinated to specify their functions and patterns. 
This phenomenon cannot be simply explained by the effects of cell division and 
cell differentiation, since these processes are not directional. Therefore, additional 
intercellular signals that can formulate the polarity and direction both at tissue and 
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cell level are required. A well-accepted “canalization hypothesis” is that the 
unique property of auxin being polarly transported from cell to cell through whole 
tissues  led to plant directional growth. According to this theory, auxin possesses 
the capacity of re-polarizing at single cell level through a feedback effect to exert 
its polar transport at tissue level. This gradual reinforcement of cellular polarity 
by polar auxin flow itself would thus provide the connection between cellular and 
tissue polarity(Sauer et al. 2006). Such a mechanism could interpret many 
multiple developmental processes happened during plant development, including 
organ initiation, regeneration, embryo axis formation, and vascular 
establishment(Berleth and Sachs 2001).  
 
1.6 Auxin Biosynthesis   
Elucidation of the molecular and biochemical mechanisms of auxin biosynthesis 
have a great impact on understanding its roles in plant development (Liscum and 
Reed 2002; Zhao 2010). Auxin can be produced either through multiple pathways 
likely or released from IAA conjugates by hydrolytic cleavage (Bartel 1997; 
Woodward and Bartel 2005; Li et al. 2008; Yang et al. 2008). Genetic and 
biochemical studies indicated that tryptophan (Trp)-dependent pathway mainly 
contribute the amount of IAA in plants (Figure 3A)(Mashiguchi et al. 2011).  
According to their biosynthesis routes, Trp-dependent pathway can be further 
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classified into the indole-3-acetaldoxime (IAOx) pathway, the YUCCA (YUC) 
pathway and the indole-3-pyruvic acid (IPA) pathway (Zhao 2010).  
Recent studies showed that the IAOx pathway only identified in Arabidopsis, as 
IAOx levels in other species are undetectable (Sugawara et al. 2009). At the 
beginning of IAOx pathway, CYP79B2/CYP79B3 converts Trp to IAOx. IAOx is 
converted to indole-3-acetonitrile by unknown means, and further be metabolized 
to IAA by nitrilases (Phillips et al. 2011). Double mutant cyp79b2 cyp79b3 show 
measurably lower levels of free IAA compared with wild type and display auxin 
deficient phenotypes at high temperatures, while over-expression of CYP79B2 
leads to auxin overproduction phenotypes by increasing the flux of IAOx 
(Mikkelsen et al. 2000; Zhao et al. 2002).  
The YUC pathway, found ubiquitously in various plant species, has been proven 
as a common IAA biosynthetic pathway (Cheng et al. 2006; Cheng et al. 2007; 
Yamamoto et al. 2007).  Arabidopsis has 11 YUC genes, all of which encode 
flavin monooxygenase-like proteins that catalyze a rate-limiting step in 
converting IPA into IAA (Zhao et al. 2001).  When YUC genes are over-
expressed, plants display obvious high-auxin phenotypes; while multiple yuc loss-
of-function mutants show severe auxin-deficient phenotypes and alter auxin 
distribution (Cheng et al. 2006; Cheng et al. 2007). Moreover, the developmental 
defects of multiple yuc mutant could be restored by expression of the bacterial 
auxin biosynthetic gene iaaM (Cheng et al. 2006).  
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TRYPTOPHAN AMINOTRANSFERASE OF ARABIDOPSIS 1 (TAA1) was 
isolated from a genetic screen for weak ethylene-insensitive mutants (wei 
mutants), plays a key role in the IPA pathway (Stepanova et al. 2008).  Two 
paralogs of TAA1 in Arabidopsis, TAR1 and TAR2 play redundant role in auxin 
biosynthesis, and wei8 tar2 showed aggravated auxin deficient phenotypes. 
However, latest studies suggested that TAA and YUC families function in the 
same auxin biosynthetic pathway rather than two different pathways (Mashiguchi 
et al. 2011). Overall, auxin biosynthesis is yet fully understood; further 
investigations are required to untangle the regulatory network.  
 
1.7 Polar Transport of Auxin is Required for Plant Development 
Auxin is mainly synthesized in young leaves and cotyledons (Ljung et al. 2001), 
and transported in long distance from “source” to “sink” like other carbohydrates 
(Robert and Friml 2009; Overvoorde et al. 2010).  Auxin can mediate 
developmental processes by acting as a general trigger for the change in 
developmental program in cells where it accumulates and by providing vectorial 
information to the tissues by its polar intercellular flow (Vieten et al. 2007). 
 Polar auxin transport, is mediated by polarized sub-cellular distribution of PIN-
FORMED Proteins (PINs, auxin efflux carriers), AUX1/AUX1-like proteins (auxin 
influx facilitators), and multidrug resistance P-glycoproteins (MDR/PGP). In the 










Figure 3  Auxin biosynthesis and directional flow in root  
(A) Trp-dependent IAA biosynthesis pathways. The IAOx pathway is illustrated in a 
dotted square. Image adapted from kiyoshi et al., 2011.  (B) Schematic overview of the 
directional flow of auxin mediated by PIN efflux facilitators in Arabidopsis root. Image 
adapted from Jan et al., 2009.  
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ionized and protonated forms. Hydrophobic, protonated IAAH enters a cell 
passively through the plasma membrane. Inside of the cell, the proton dissociates 
in the more basic cytoplasm (pH 7) and the IAA
-
 ion cannot passively move out 
of the cell and therefore becomes trapped. Specific auxin efflux carriers are 
needed to transport IAA
-
 ions out of the cell. Accordingly, carrier-mediated efflux 
of auxin has been detected in different plant species and tissues. The chemical 
properties of IAA suggested that auxin efflux is the limiting step.  
The polarity of PIN localization correlates well with the direction of auxin 
transport and/or with the local accumulation of auxin in adjacent cells, suggesting 
that PIN polarity determines the direction of intercellular auxin flow. Several PIN 
proteins exemplify the importance of polar localization of these proteins in long-
distance and regional auxin transport (Figure 3B). Among them, PIN6 has not 
been functionally characterized yet. PIN1 is localized in the basal PM of stele 
cells and xylem cells in the vascular system, which is required for long-distance 
auxin flow from the shoot apex to the root tip (Galweiler et al. 1998). PIN2 is 
expressed in root tissues and is selectively localized onto the apical side of lateral 
root cap cells and epidermal cells, which fits for its role in acropetal auxin flux 
locally (Luschnig et al. 1998). In the root columella, PIN3 is positioned 
symmetrically at the plasma membrane but rapidly relocalizes laterally on gravity 
stimulation (Friml et al. 2002). PIN4 is localized in developing and mature root 
meristems (Friml et al. 2002). PIN7 is localized apically in two to eight-cell 
embryos but is shifted to the basal side in 16/32-cell embryos, indicating a 
developmental regulation of cell polarity switching (Friml et al. 2003).  Instead, 
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unlike the above PIN proteins, PIN5 is shown localized to endoplasmatic 
reticulum (ER) presumably mediating auxin flow from the cytosol to the lumen of 
ER, playing an important role in controlling intracellular auxin homeostasis and 
metabolism (Mravec et al. 2009). PIN8, the smallest member of this family, 
localizes to endomembranes, also facilitates intracellular auxin-transporting 
(Ganguly et al. 2010; Bosco et al. 2012). Together, these auxin transporters 
contribute to the final auxin concentration of specific cells or tissues.  
Altered auxin transport and signaling can lead to various patterning defects in 
Arabidopsis. Studies conducted by Richard et al., suggests that the phenotypes of 
cotyledon fusions and defective vasculature in hy5 are caused by many mis-
expressed auxin responsive and auxin signaling genes (Sibout et al. 2006).  
Similarly, completely disrupted cotyledons observed in the auxin response factor 
(ARF) related mutants mp and mp nph4 link to altered auxin signaling during 
development (Sibout et al. 2006). In another mutant, gnom fails to establish 
apical-basal patterning due to defects in recycling of auxin efflux transporter, and 
exhibit a ball-like embryo without cotyledons (Jurgens 2001). Consistent with this, 
it is found that the multiple PIN mutants have extensive abnormalities both in the 
embryonic and post-embryonic development. For example, the quadruple mutant 
pin 1347 displays filamentous embryos with totally abandoned apical-basal 
polarity (Friml et al. 2003). 
Polarity of PIN proteins in cells depends on phosphorylation by the kinase 
PINOID (PID) (Michniewicz et al. 2007). Apical-to-basal of PIN1 is affected in 
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pid, which leading to an abnormal inflorescence apex and defective organogenesis 
(Friml et al. 2004). Conversely, over-expression of the PINOID induces altered 
auxin gradients, which further results in collapse of the primary root. Taken 
together, it is conclusive that modeling the auxin distribution or signaling is 
sufficient to interrupt the root patterning ultimately and cause re-specification of 
cell fate.  
 
1.8 Auxin Inducible AUX/IAA Genes are Key Regulators in Auxin 
Signaling 
The phytohormone auxin plays important roles in many aspects of plant growth 
and development ranging from embryo formation to tropic responses. Genes that 
are immediately activated by auxin can be classified into three groups: the 
AUX/IAA gene family, the GH3 gene family, and the SAUR gene family (Abel 
and Theologis 1996). Among these genes, the AUX/IAA genes are the best 
characterized, and studies suggest that they are essential in auxin- mediated plant 
development.  
AUX/IAA genes are, in general, defined as early auxin response genes that are up-
regulated within 5 to 30 min after auxin application to plants or excised plant 
organs (Hagen and Guilfoyle 2002). Studies also showed that auxin could regulate 
AUX/IAA protein by increasing their interaction with Skp1-Cdc53/Cullin-F-box 
(SCF
TIR1
 ) E3 ubiquitin ligase complex (Tian et al. 2003). Arabidopsis thaliana 
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contains 29 AUX/IAA genes that are referred to as IAA1 to IAA20 and IAA26 to 
IAA34(Liscum and Reed 2002). AUX/IAA genes encode short-lived, nucleus-
localized proteins that contain four highly conserved domains (I, II, III, and IV) 
(Abel et al. 1994; Hagen and Guilfoyle 2002). Domain I is an active, portable 
repression domain containing a LxLxL motif (Tiwari et al. 2004) that interacts 
with the TOPLESS corepressor, at least in the case with IAA12/BDL (Szemenyei 
et al. 2008), to bring about repression of auxin responsive genes. Domain II is 
highly conserved and mutations in this domain increase activity of the 
corresponding proteins by stabilizing them (Ouellet et al. 2001). Domains III and 
IV serve for homodimerization and heterodimerization with other AUX/IAA gene 
family members as well as for heterodimerization with the AUXIN RESPONSE 
FACTORS (ARFs) (Kim et al. 1997).  
Nine different Aux/IAA mutants exhibit altered auxin responses or morphological 
phenotypes, that caused by a single mutation in domain II have been identified 
(Liscum and Reed 2002): IAA3/SHY2 (SHORT HYPOCOTYL) (Tian and Reed 
1999), IAA6/SHY1 (Kim et al. 1996), IAA7/AXR2 (AUXIN RESISTANT 2) 
(Nagpal et al. 2000), IAA12/BDL (BODENLOS) (Hamann et al. 1999), IAA14/SLR 
(SOLITARY-ROOT) (Fukaki et al. 2002), IAA17/AXR3 (Rouse et al. 1998), IAA18 
(Uehara et al. 2008; Ploense et al. 2009), IAA19/MSG2 (Tatematsu et al. 
2004),and IAA28 (Rogg et al. 2001). The gain-of-function AUX/IAA mutations 
each cause auxin-related developmental phenotypes. All Aux/IAA proteins tested 
have been show active repressors of auxin signaling pathway (Tiwari et al. 2001). 
Despite these phenotypes caused by the domain II mutations may not mimic 
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regulatory events actually occurring in wild-type plants, the gain-of-function 
phenotypes do provide us useful insight into the developmental processes that 
AUX/IAA proteins, can potentially regulate. Overall, these AUX/IAA mutant 
phenotypes suggest that AUX/IAA proteins mediate several distinct cellular 
processes at virtually all stages of development, including tissue patterning, cell 
enlargement, and cell division etc.  
In principle, phenotypes caused by loss-of-function mutations should provide a 
more accurate understanding of the normal function of the corresponding gene. 
However, in contrast to their gain-of-function counterparts, all of the examined 
loss-of-function AUX/IAA mutations have relatively minor effects on growth and 
development. The subtlety of these phenotypes suggests that other AUX/IAA 
proteins may compensate for absence of any of them in these mutants. This could 
occur if the genes are redundant, as seems likely considering the phylogeny, or if 
feedback regulatory mechanisms buffer the effects of loss of a single protein 
function (Liscum and Reed 2002).  
 
1.9 ARFs are the Downstream Transcriptional Regulators of Auxin 
Signaling Pathway 
AUXIN RESPONSE FACTORs (ARFs) are transcriptional activators and 
repressors that bind with specificity to TGTCTC AuxREs in promoters of 
primary/early auxin response genes. ARFs contain an N-terminal DNA binding 
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domain (DBD) and a middle region (MR) that is proposed to function as either 
activation or repression domain. Arabidopsis contains 22 full-length ARF genes 
and one partial-length gene (ARF23) with a stop codon in its DBD (Remington et 
al. 2004). Five Arabidopsis ARFs, ARF5- ARF 8 and ARF 19, function as 
transcriptional activators when tested on auxin response genes in transfected 
protoplasts (Ulmasov et al. 1999; Tiwari et al. 2003; Hardtke et al. 2004; Wilmoth 
et al. 2005). The remaining of the Arabidopsis ARFs that have been 
experimentally tested in transfected protoplasts function as transcriptional 
repressors. All but two ARFs in Arabidopsis (ARF3/ETTIN and ARF17) contain a 
C-terminal dimerization domain (CTD), which is related in amino acid sequence 
to domains III and IV found in AUX/IAA proteins(Liscum and Reed 2002).  
Most AUX/IAA and ARF proteins share the carboxyl terminal protein-protein 
interaction motifs (domains III and IV), which have been shown to mediate both 
homo- and heterodimerization between members of the AUX/IAA and ARF 
families. Therefore, the AUX/IAA proteins can heterodimerize with the ARF 
proteins through interactions mediated by these conserved domains (Ulmasov et 
al. 1997; Guilfoyle et al. 1998; Guilfoyle et al. 1998). Thus, dimers between 
AUX/IAAs and ARFs block gene transcription (Tiwari et al. 2001; Weijers et al. 
2005). ARFs dissociated from the ARF–IAA heterodimers, could bind to auxin 
response element (AuxRE) and activate or repress auxin-me diated transcription 
(Reed 2001). The current model hypothesizes that under basal (i.e., low-auxin) 
conditions, AUX/IAA proteins are able to repress the activity of ARF transcription 
factors (Ulmasov et al. 1997; Ulmasov et al. 1999; Tiwari et al. 2001; Tiwari et al. 
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2004). Increased auxin reduces the levels of AUX/IAA proteins by accelerating 
their degradation (Gray et al. 2001; Zenser et al. 2001) such that ARF activity is 
derepressed and numerous auxin mediated transcriptional changes activated 
(Sabatini et al. 1999).  
The specificity of response to the generic signal auxin in different developmental 
and physiological contexts is generated at the level of interacting ARF–AUX/IAA 
proteins. Currently, only a few pair of ARF–Aux/IAA complex function has been 
identified. SHY2 forms optimized pairs with NPH4/ARF7 and ARF19 in the root, 
to regulate different developmental responses, gravitropism and auxin-induced 
gene expression. BDL and IAA13 need to be degraded in early embryogenesis for 
releasing MP to promote root initiation.  
Since Aux/IAA genes have AuxREs in the promoters, thus their expressions are 
also responsive to ARF transcription factors’ activities, forming an auto-feedback 
loop. The rapid turnover of Aux/IAA proteins maintains equilibrium of Aux/IAA-
ARF protein pairs and response to different stimuli in a fast and efficient manner. 
Hence, various signals can modulate Aux/IAA protein stability, and then ARF 
activity. Given tremendous possible combinations of between ARFs and 
Aux/IAAs, and other tissue-specific regulation, different tissues may exhibit 
distinct level responses, which provide accurate yet complicated regulatory 
networks (Liscum and Reed 2002). In summary, it is highly possible that the 
equilibrium among Aux/IAA, ARF and their co-regulators in a specific cell or 
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tissue, determine the level of expression of numerous target genes, as well 
morphological and developmental phenotypes. 
 
1.10 TPL/TPR are Required for AUX/IAA Mediated Auxin Response 
Co-repressors are transcriptional regulators that can facilitate transcription factors 
in target gene activation or repression. These co-repressors are incapable of 
independent DNA-binding, and can be recruited by transcription factors to exert 
their function(Causier et al. 2011).  Among these co-repressors, Gro/Tup1-like 
co-repressors have been well characterized in recent years. The Gro/Tup1-like co-
repressors compose of two sub-groups: one is LEUNIG (LUG) and 
LEUNIG_HOMOLOG (LUH) (Conner and Liu 2000); the other is TOPLESS 
(TPL) and TPL-related (TPR) (Kieffer et al. 2006).  
LUG and LUH are WD-40 containing co-repressors with a LisH motif in N-
terminal domain LUFS. LisH motif facilitates physical interactions between 
neighboring proteins (Cerna and Wilson 2005). The interaction between LUFS 
domain in LUG and LUH and corresponding transcription factors also required 
SEUSS protein as adaptors (Pfluger and Zambryski 2004; Sridhar et al. 2004; 
Sridhar et al. 2006; Stahle et al. 2009).   
TOPLESS (TPL/TPR) has recently been shown as co-repressor in plants that 
interact with auxin and jasmonic acid related transcription complexes or 
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transcription factors (Kieffer et al. 2006; Long et al. 2006; Szemenyei et al. 2008; 
Pauwels et al. 2010). TPL/TPR co-repressors were first identified as interaction 
factors of key apical meristem transcription factor WUSCHEL (WUS) (Benhamed 
et al. 2006).  Further studies showed that this interaction is also mediated by 
which contains a LisH motif located in N-terminal. It was found that tpl-1 show 
severe polarity phenotypes with the shoot to root replacement (Long et al. 2006). 
There are total four TPR homologs act redundantly with TPL in Arabidopsis.  
In Arabidopsis root, it has been well know that AUX/IAA repressors can bind to 
ARF transcription factors to inhibit activating auxin stream gene expressions. 
Later studies clarified that this repression required another key co-repressor TPL, 
at least in the case of BODENLOS (BDL) (Szemenyei et al. 2008). A similar 
mechanism has also been elucidated in JA signaling pathway, indicating a 
universal regulation of TPL/TPR as co-repressors in phytohormal signaling 
(Pauwels et al. 2010).  Recently, it was further found that TPR1 was involved in 
the co-repression of pathogen infection downstream gene expression(Zhu et al. 
2010). A recent bioinformatic study predicted 219 candidate EAR repressors 
belonging to 21families in Arabidopsis (Kagale and Rozwadowski 2010).  
Moreover, a framework for TPL/TPR-dependent transcriptional repression was 
drawn out by Brendan Davies’s lab, providing new insight for this TPL/TPR-
dependent regulatory network. It also allows us to predict and validate their new 






















Figure 4  AUX/IAA and ARFs are the key transcriptional regulators of auxin 
signaling pathway. (A) In the absent of auxin, together with TPL/TPR, AUX/IAA 
proteins interact with ARF to prohibit auxin signaling. (B) Auxin stabilizes the TIR1-
AUX/IAA complex, resulting in degradation of the AUX/IAAs, which in turn releases 
TPL and permits ARF-dependent transcription. Images adapted from Santner and 
Estelle et al., 2009.  
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A conserved ERF associated amphiphilic repression (EAR) motif, with the 
consensus sequence (L/F) DLN (L/F)xP, in these transcription factors, i.e, 
AUX/IAA,  is required for their interaction with TPL/TPR (Ohta et al. 2001; 
Hiratsu et al. 2004; Hill et al. 2008). The interaction between TPL and BDL was 
absent once the LxLxL motif was removed from BDL (Szemenyei et al. 2008). In 
addition, Guilfoyle’s lab showed that further mutations in LxLxL motif of 
stabilized IAA17 resulted in reduced capacity in repressing auxin signaling, while 
complete deletion of domain I of stabilized IAA19 fully abandoned repression. 
Taken all together, these evidences together suggested that LxLxL motif 
mediation interaction with TPL/TPR is essential for their gene suppression in 
auxin signaling (Tiwari et al. 2001; Li et al. 2009; Li et al. 2011).  
 
1.11 Cytokinin Functions, Biosynthesis, and Signaling Pathway 
Cytokinins were first identified half a century ago as factors that can sustain plant 
growth. Cytokinins enable to promote cell division, cell elongation, seeds 
germination, shoot and root development and leaf senescence (To and Kieber 
2008). Cytokinin has also been linked to nodulation in legumes, interactions with 
pathogens and circadian rhythms (Salome et al. 2006).  
Adenosine phosphate-isopentenyltransferase (IPT) is a key enzyme of cytokinin 
biosynthesis. Exogenous cytokinin application or by overexpression of the IPT 
genes, have suggested that CKs have a negative role in primary root elongation 
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and LR formation (Medford et al. 1989; Li et al. 2006). In agreement with that, 
decreasing endogenous cytokinin levels by overexpression of the cytokinin 
OXIDASE/DEHYDROGENASE (CKX) gene diminished activity of the vegetative 
and floral shoot apical meristems and leaf primordia(Werner et al. 2003).  
There are nine ATP/ADP isopentenyltransferases genes in total in Arabidopsis, 
namely IPT1-IPT9. Cytokinin functions through the two two-component 
signaling systems. Expression of these IPT genes in Arabidopsis exhibit tissue 
specificity and can be regulated by phytohormones, such as auxin, cytokinin 
(Miyawaki et al. 2004). The predominant expression regions for each gene is as 
follows: IPT1 in xylem precursor cell files in the root tip, leaf axils, ovules, and 
immature seeds; IPT3 in phloem tissues; IPT4 and IPT8 in immature seeds; IPT5 
in root primordial, columella root caps, upper part of young inflorescences and 
fruit abscission zones; IPT7 in endodermis of root elongation zone, trichomes on 
young leaves, and some pollen tubes; IPT2 and IPT9 in ubiquitous tissues, highest 
in proliferating tissues.  
 In the model plant Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana), the sensor histidine (His) 
kinase AHK2, AHK3, and AHK4 can perceive a stimulus and autophosphorylate 
on a conserved His residue in the kinase domain. The signal is transmitted via 
phosphoryl transfer to a conserved aspartic acid (Asp) residue on the receiver 
domain of a response regulator, which activates downstream responses (Stock et 
al. 2000). Downstream phosphorelay elements are encoded by multigene families 
including five authentic ARABIDOPSIS HIS PHOSPHOTRANSFER PROTEINS 
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(AHPs) and 23 ARABIDOPSIS RESPONSE REGULATORS (ARRs). Arabidopsis 
response regulators (ARR) are the direct targets that respond to CK (Ferreira and 
Kieber 2005). In Arabidopsis, 23 ARR genes are classified into three categories 
based on their sequence similarities and transcriptional response (D'Agostino et al. 
2000; Mason et al. 2004). The type A-ARRs are rapidly up-regulated in the 
presence of cytokinin treatment (D'Agostino et al. 2000; Rashotte et al. 2003). 
Conversely, the type-B ARRs are not affected by CK, and share high level of 
functional redundancy, and regulate transcription of cytokinin-activated targets 
(Tajima et al. 2004). Type-C ARRs are less similar in sequence to type-A and 
type-B ARRs, and are not transcriptionally regulated by CK. Over-expression of a 
subset of type-A ARRs can suppress CK signaling in protoplasts assay, 
suggesting a negative role in regulating cytokinin responses (Hwang and Sheen 
2001). Consistently, over-expression of ARR15 decreases sensitivity to cytokinin 
(Kiba et al. 2003). In addition, high order loss-of-function type-A arr mutants, for 
example, arr3 arr4 arr5 arr6 arr8 arr9, show hypersensitive responses to 
exogenous CK treatment (To et al. 2004). Several type-B ARRs have been shown 
to be positive regulator of CK signaling pathway (Sakai et al. 2001). Protoplasts 
assay shows that over-expression of type-B ARRs is sufficient to activate 
cytokinin responses even in the absence of exogenous cytokinin (Hwang and 
Sheen 2001).  
Cytokinin can decrease root meristem size and reduction of endogenous cytokinin 
levels result in increased primary root elongation and lateral root formation 
(Werner et al. 2003; Dello Ioio et al. 2007). Cytokinin signaling mutants ahk3 and 
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arr1, 12 with reduced cytokinin sensitivity, develop enlarged root meristems and 
exhibit accelerated root growth, which indicate that cytokinin inhibits root 
meristem size via the known two-component signaling pathway. Therefore, 
cytokinin signalings largely determine the developmental output, especially the 
process of cell differentiation in the root meristem. A challenge in the near future 
is to draw an entire map of cytokinin regulatory network and interactions with 
other key inputs (Perilli et al. 2009).   
 
1.12 Concerted Action of Auxin and Cytokinin Controls Balance 
Between Cell Division and Differentiation 
It is currently unknown how cell division and cell differentiation are orchestrated 
in meristems, although genetic studies have demonstrated the relevance of a 
proper balance between the two processes. The control of cell proliferation and 
differentiation during development depends, in most cases, on the concerted 
action of plant hormones. Among them, auxins and cytokinins are the best 
documented regulators.   
The plant hormone auxin influences cell division and differentiation as well as 
cell elongation. Using a GUS reporter gene fused to a synthetic auxin-responsive 
promoter (DR5::GUS), a maximum of auxin concentration was localized to the 
QC cells. This auxin distribution was either lost or disturbed in mutants of known 
auxin signal transducers and transporters. In mutants of the auxin efflux carrier, 
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abnormal cell division and differentiation were widely detected the auxin 
concentration was altered (Blilou et al. 2005). Dramatic change in root pattern 
was induced when wild-type plants were grown in the presence of auxin transport 
inhibitors. The auxin concentration maximum was expanded to include the cortex 
and apical epidermis together with the original maximum at the columella initials. 
The change in auxin distribution was accompanied by respecification of cell fates 
and modification of cell division programs: the cells in the positions of 
endodermis, cortex, and epidermis were respecified as QC, columella initial and 
lateral root cap, respectively. Therefore, cell fate specification was not dependent 
on the absolute concentration of auxin but was determined by the position of the 
auxin concentration maximum relative to the vascular tissue (Sabatini et al. 1999; 
Nakajima and Benfey 2002). 
Five PIN genes collectively control auxin distribution to regulate cell division and 
cell expansion in the primary root. Furthermore, the joint action of these genes 
has an important role in pattern formation by focusing the auxin maximum and 
restricting the expression domain of PLETHORA (PLT) genes, major 
determinants for root stem cell pecification(Blilou et al. 2005). 
Cytokinins regulate cell cycle progression both at the G1/S and G2/M transitions. 
Lovastatin, an inhibitor of CK biosynthesis, blocks cells in mitosis and exogenous 
addition of CK bypasses this block, supporting the idea that CK levels are rate-
limiting for the G2/M transition (Ramirez-Parra et al. 2005).  
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In Arabidopsis root, meristem activity is controlled by combined action of auxin 
and cytokinin. A primary cytokinin-response transcription factor, ARR1, activates 
the gene SHY2/IAA3, a repressor of auxin signaling that negatively regulates the 
PIN auxin transport facilitator genes: thereby, cytokinin causes auxin 
redistribution, prompting cell differentiation. Conversely, auxin mediates 
degradation of the SHY2 protein, sustaining PIN activities and cell division. Thus, 
the cell differentiation and division balance necessary for controlling root 
meristem size and root growth is the result of the interaction between cytokinin 
and auxin through a simple regulatory circuit converging on the SHY2 gene (Dello 
Ioio et al. 2008). Besides, auxin antagonizes cytokinin signaling in root stem cell 
specification during early embryogenesis by directly activate two cytokinin 
signaling repressors, ARR7 and ARR15 (Muller and Sheen 2008). Point mutations 
of the auxin response elements (AuxRE) located in the promoter of ARR7 and 
ARR15 abolished response to auxin treatment, suggesting that auxin signaling 
directly regulate the transcription of ARR7 and ARR15 (Muller and Sheen 2008). 
More recently, it was found that auxin and cytokinin signaling converged at ARR7 
and ARR15 in specifying shoot stem-cell niche. AUXIN RESPONSE FACTOR5 
(MP) was able to negatively regulate the expression of ARR7 and ARR15 through 
directly binding to their promoters (Zhao et al. 2010). Therefore, the inputs from 
auxin and cytokinin signaling determine the cell fate and balance between cell 




1.13 AXR3 Mediates Multiple Plant Developmental Processes 
The AUXIN RESISTANCE 3 (AXR3) gene was defined by semi-dominant 
mutations in Arabidopsis that resulted in a heightened response to auxin in several 
growth and developmental processes (Leyser et al. 1996). The pleiotropic 
morphological phenotype and enhanced auxin responses of axr3-1mutant result 
from a single amino acid change in the conserved domain II of the Aux/IAA 
protein IAA17. When AXR3 are overexpressed, plants exhibit extremely short root 
hairs and reduced length of lateral roots, which are similar to axr3-1(Kim et al. 
2006). The gain-of-function phenotype of iaa17/axr3-1 plants might be explained 
by a dominant negative effect. The phenotypes of gain-of-function mutant axr3-1 
is indicative of auxin hypersensitivity, including enhanced apical dominance, 
increased adventitious rooting, root growth inhibition, small and curled leaves, 
short inflorescence, agravitropism growth, no root hairs and so on.  
Loss-of-function iaa17/axr3 mutants do not have obvious phenotypes, except 
insofar as they fail to revert all of the phenotypes caused by the parental gain-of-
function axr3-1 mutation (Rouse et al. 1998). Overexpression of AUX/IAA 
proteins, in protoplast transient assays results in repression of auxin-response 
element promoter–GUS reporter genes (Ulmasov et al. 1997). This latter result, 
on the surface, seems contradict with the genetic results that implicate the 
stabilization of an AUX/IAA protein in increased auxin responses. How axr3-1 




As expected, both IAA17/AXR3 and iaa17/axr3-1 accumulated in the nucleus. 
Furthermore, proteins containing the amino acid substitutions that suppress the 
iaa17/axr3-1 phenotype accumulated in the nucleus. These results exclude the 
possibility that the iaa17/axr3-1 or revertant phenotypes are simply the result of 
altering the subcellular localization of the mutant proteins. The Aux/IAA proteins 
have the capacity to form homodimers and heterodimers (Kim et al., 1997). 
Furthermore, the Aux/IAA proteins interact with the ARFs, which are capable of 
binding the auxin response element found in the promoter of auxin-inducible 
genes (Kim et al., 1997; Ulmasov etal., 1997a, 1999). Because there is no 
evidence to suggest that different Aux/IAA proteins have discrete affinities for 
select sets of Aux/IAAs or ARFs, it appears that the quantity of Aux/IAA protein 
present in the cell is critical for maintaining equilibrium because even small 
changes in the level of a protein can have dramatic effects on the cell’s state. For 
instance, in yeast, a 6-fold change in the intracellular concentration of GAL4 
causes a 40-fold change in the expression of GAL4, a gene required for galactose 
utilization (Griggs and Johnston, 1991). In the real case, it is highly possible that 
the stabilized iaa17/axr3-1 protein retains its ability to homodimerize and 
heterodimerize, other Aux/IAA or ARF proteins could be titrated away from their 
normal partners. The alteration of these finely tuned interactions could lead to the 




1.14 Objectives and Significance of This Study 
In view of the above review, despite AUX/IAA family proteins are predicted to 
play important role in Arabidopsis development, till now only few of them have 
been well characterized. In addition to being resistant to auxin response, axr3-1 
also exhibits altered responses to other hormones. For instance, ectopic expression 
of SAUR and adventitious rooting can be rescued by the application of exogenous 
CK, implies that the misdirected interactions of stabilized AXR3 protein can be 
reversed by cytokinin-dependent signals. This also suggests that improper AXR3 
can not only affect the output of auxin signaling pathway, but also CK signaling 
transduction. Intriguingly, auxin and CK are the most crucial regulators of cell 
division and cell differentiation, whose balance determines the cell fates and 
statuses. However, the biological question whether AXR3 represents the 
convergence of auxin and CK signaling and communication network is interesting, 
yet unclear.  
To gain a comprehensive understanding of how AXR3 participates in the control 
of cell division and differentiation through integrating auxin and CK input, we 
combined genetic, molecular and biochemical approaches to characterize AXR3 
function. In this study, we sought to:  




•  Examine and compare the temporal and spatial expression of AXR3 under 
different   auxin and CK conditions context.  
• Determine protein distribution of  AXR3 by generating GFP tagging transgenic 
lines and correlated its localization to its phenotypes. 
•  Identify the downstream regulatory factors or co-repressors of AXR3 by 
screening assay and mutagenesis analysis   
• Figure out how AXR3 involves in and coordinates the cell division and cell 
differentiation.  
Our collective results will definitely improve our understanding and knowledge 
on AUX/IAA gene family, especially AXR3 in root development, which eventually 
shed light on the crosstalk of auxin and CK signaling in controlling cell division 
and differentiation. Additionally, axr3-1 also displays abnormal response to ABA, 
GA, JA and ethylene, implying a universal and indispensable role in plant 
development. Although we have preliminary data on that, given the constraints of 
time and resources, connections between AXR3 and their signaling, as well as 
mechanism of AXR3 regulation on shoot development may not be discussed in 
this study. Hence, further investigations will be performed and conducted in the 















2.1 Plant Materials 
All transgenic plants were generated using Arabidopsis thaliana Columbia 
ecotype. axr3-1 and axr3-3 were provided by Mark Estelle (Leyser et al. 1996).  
plt1-4 and plt2-2 alleles have been previously described (Aida et al. 2004).  wox5, 
scr, shr, rbr and WOX5::IAAH were provided by Ben Scheres. Various pin 
mutants have been previously described in different papers (Friml et al. 2002; 
Friml et al. 2003; Blilou et al. 2005).  35S:: AXR3mImII-1 and 35S::AXR3mImII-2 
were gifts from Guilfoyle (Li et al. 2009; Li et al. 2011).  Marker lines used in this 
study were mainly adopted from Ben Scheres’s lab. The ecotype of all the lines 
used in this study can be summarized as: plt1-4plt2-2 is in Ws background; 
marker lines J1092, J2341 and Q1630 are in C24 background; the rest lines are all 
in Col background.  
 
2.2 Seedlings Growth Conditions and Chemical Treatment 
Dry seeds were collected and stored at a dehumidifier cabinet. Seeds are surfaced 
sterilized by soaking in 15% bleach (Clorox) for 10 min in and rinsed 3 times to 
remove all bleach residue with sterile miliQ water. Keep seeds in 4 ℃ for three 
days in a small amount of water before sowing on 1/2 Murashige and Skoog (MS) 
( Duchefa: 0.22% MS salts, 1% Sucrose, 0.8% Bacto agar, pH to 5.8, autoclaved). 
Seedlings are grown in tissue culture room at 22 °C under long day condition (16 
h of light/8 h of dark).  For meristem size measurement, 5DAG (unless specified) 
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seedlings are placed on glass slides immerged in clear buffer (add 2.5 g chloral 
hydrate to 1 ml 30% glycerol, stored at 4 °C) covered with cover slip, and 
subsequently taken images under DIC microscope. Cortex cells number of 
different lines are counted and analyzed.  Regarding to relative growth rate 
measurement, 3 DAG seedlings in different genotype background are transferred 
on MS plates with DMSO (control), 1µM IAA, 10uM NPA, 5µM CK 
respectively, and whole plates were scanned with Epson Perfection V750-M Pro 
Scanner at 3 DAG, 4 DAG, 5 DAG, and 6 DAG. Root length were calculated and 
analyzed with the aid of software ImageJ.  
 
2.3 Plasmid Construction 
2.3.1 Fragment Amplification and Cloning 
To construct AXR3::ERYFP, 4.2 kb promoter of AXR3 was amplified using 
primers AXR3-HindIII-PF (5'-AAGCTTGATGCGTCAATATGTGATACAGT 
GATAG-3') and AXR3-BamHI-PR (5'-ATGGATCCCATATTAACCTTTCTT 
CTTCTTTGGTGTTC -3') from Arabidopsis genome. Both the PCR products and 
pGreenII-0229 binary vector were digested with enzyme HindIII and BamHI 
(Fermentas), and recombined using ligase (Roche).  For AXR3:: AXR3:GFP and 
PROAXR3::AXR3-1:GFP construction, 6.1 kb sequence including 4.2 kb 
promoter and 1.9 kb full length cDNA without stop codon ware amplified from 
wild type genome and axr3-1 genome respectively, using primers AXR3-HindIII-
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PF (5'-AAGCTTGATGCGTCAATATGTGATACAGTGATAG-3') and AXR3-
BamHI-PR1(5'-ATGGGATCCCAAGCTCTGCTCTTGCACTTCTTTC-3'). PCR 
products were digested and inserted into pGreenII-0229 vectors.  
To construct 35S::AXR3:GFP and 35S::AXR3:GR, 687 bp AXR3 coding 
sequence was amplified from Arabidopsis wild type genome with the primers 
AXR3-BamHI-XhoI-PF1 (5’-CGGGATCCCTCGAGATGATGGGCAGTGTCG 
A-3’) and AXR3-SacI-PR2 (5’-GCGAGCTCTCAAGCTCTGCTCTTGCACT 
TCT-3’). Fragment was inserted into 35S::XX:GFP and 35S::XX:GR (pGreenII 
vector from Yu hao’s lab ) respectively. For the inducible UAS::AXR3-1 construct, 
CDS of AXR3 was fused to pGreenII-UASpt vector, prime pairs used were 
AXR3-BamHI-XhoI-PF1 and AXR3-SacI-PR2.  For ChIP assay, 35S::AXR3-
3:myc construct was made by amplifying coding sequence from axr3-3 first using 
primer pair AXR3-BamHI-XhoI-PF1 (5’-CGGGATCCCTCGAGATGATGGGC 
AGTGTCGA-3’) and AXR3-ApaI-HindIII-PR3 (5’-AAGGGCCCAAGCTTAGC 
TCTGCTCTTGCAC-3’), and subsequently inserted into pGreenII 35S::XX:9 
myc vector.  
To disrupt the nucleus localization signal between domain I and domain II, 
PROAXR3::AXR3-1:GFPΔnls1 constructs was  generated by   re-amplifying 
PROAXR3::AXR3-1:GFP with a pair of overlapping primers AXR3delNLS1-
PF1 (5’-CTCCGGTAACCGGAAACGAGAGTGGGTT-3’) and AXR3delNLS1-
PR1 (5’-ACCGTCTCTGAGAACCCACTCTCGTTTC-3’). Similarly, construct 
with nucleus localization signal disruption in domain IV PROAXR3::AXR3-
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1:GFPΔnls2 was generated using primers AXR3delNLS1-PF2 (5’-
CGATACATGCAAGCGTTTAGGTCTCATGA-3’) and AXR3delNLS1-PR2 
(5’-GCATCCGATCCTTTCATGAGACCTAAACG-3’). After amplification, 
products was first digested by DpnI at 37 ℃ for 30 min, and transformed into 
E.coli competent cells. Plasmid from positive clones was extracted and confirmed 
by sequencing.  
To make BD-AXR3, CDS of AXR3 was amplified with primers AXR3-BamHI-
XhoI-PF1 (5’-CGGGATCCCTCGAGATGATGGGCAGTGTCGA -3’) and 
AXR3-SacI-BD-PR1 (5’-AACTGCAGTCAAGCTCTGCTCTTGC-3’).  Both 
PCR products and vector were digested and incubated with ligase for 
recombination. Positive colonies were verified and sequenced for later the yeast-
two-hybrid screening experiment.   
 
2.3.2 E. coli Competent Cells Preparation and Transformation  
Procedure for Escherichia coli (E. coli) competent cells preparation and heat 
shock transformation was adapted from a previous widely used protocol (Inoue et 
al. 1990).  DH5α stain was used in this study unless specified. 
The procedures were briefly described as follows: Single colony of DH5α was 
inoculated into 5 ml LB medium (yeast extracts 5 g/l, Tryptone 10 g/l, NaCl 10 
g/l, PH 7.0), and cultured at 37℃ with shaking at 200 rpm overnight. An aliquot 
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of 2.5 ml of this overnight medium was transferred into 500ml fresh LB medium, 
and incubated in shaker at 37°C, 250rpm until OD600 value reached 0.5 
(~3hours). Then, the culture was cooled on ice immediately for 15 min and 
centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 10 min at 4°C. The pellet was harvested and gently 
re-suspended in 400ml of freshly-prepared ice cold 0.1M MgCl2, placed on ice 
for 10 min, and centrifuged for 5 min at 4°C. Collected pellet Resuspend pellets 
gently and completely in total of 400ml ice-cold 0.1M CaCl2, placed on ice for 
another 10 min, and centrifuged for 5 min at 4°C. Next, re-suspended pellets 
gently and completely 10ml ice-cold 0.1M CaCl2 with 10% glycerol (4ml 0.1M 
CaCl2 + 1ml 50% sterile glycerol). Subsequently, 100 μl of cell suspension was 
aliquoted into a sterile 1.5 ml tube, and frozen by liquid nitrogen, and kept at -
80°C for long term storage. 
100 ul competent cells was placed and thawed on ice for 10 min. 5 μl of ligation 
mixture was transferred into the tubes and gently mixed by pipette. After 
incubation on ice for 30 min, the mixture was then placed in water bath pre-
heated to 42°C for 90 sec. The mixture was then placed on ice for another 2 min 
before adding 400ul LB medium. After that, the whole mixture was cultured at 
37°C with shaking at 200rpm for 1 h to restore the activity of competent cells, and 
200ul of which was spread evenly on a LB agar plate with appropriate selection 
chemical. The LB agar plate (yeast extracts 5 g/l, Tryptone 10 g/l, NaCl 10 g/l, 





2.3.3 Constructs Verification and Sequencing 
After clones grew to diameter of 2mm on selective LB agar plates, cloning PCR 
method was used for verification. Basically, clones were picked out using pipette 
tips and   suspended in 1.5ml microtube with 200ul LB medium separately. 
Approximately 10 clones were inoculated for each individual constructs and they 
were cultured with shaking 250rpm for 4-6hr at 37 ℃. After culture, tubes were 
labeled and 1 μl of bacterial suspension was subjected for Polymerase chain 
reaction PCR reaction.  The primer sets for PCR reaction dependent on the 
constructs, usually one primer origin from the vector backbone and one primer 
origin from the insert fragment to eliminate the possible false positive. PCR 
program was set as follows: denaturation at 96°C for 3 min, followed by 35 cycles 
of denaturation at 95°C for 30 sec, annealing at 55°C for 30 sec, and elongation at 
72°C for 30 sec, and final elongation at 72°C for 5 min. PCR products were 
analyzed by running electrophoresis on 1% agarose gel with 0.01% SYBR® Safe 
DNA gel stain (Invitrogen) and viewed under gel viewer. Positive colonies would 
show PCR products of expected size.  The remaining LB medium from positive 
colonies was transferred to 14 ml bacterial culture tubes with 2ml LB medium and 
further grown overnight for plasmid extraction and sequencing.  
E. coli cells were harvested and corresponding plasmid DNA was extracted with 





id_brochure.pdf). About 200ng of purified plasmid was added into a 10ul reaction 
mix containing 3.2 pmols specific primer and 1µl BigDye® (Applied Biosystems). 
Sequencing PCR was performed following below program: denaturation at 96°C 
for 2 min, followed by 28 cycles of denaturation at 96 °C for 10 sec, annealing at 
50 °C for 5 sec, and extension at 60 °C for 1min. The sequencing PCR products 
were then precipitated with 20 µl of 75% isopropanol for 20 min, centrifuged at 
high speed 13000 rpm for 20 min. The supernatant was thrown away, while the 
pellet was washed with 200 μl of 75% ethanol, and finally air-dried. The final 
pellet was sent for sequencing. The sequences were subjected to BLAST 
alignment at the website of The Arabidopsis Information Resource (TAIR, 
http://www.Arabidopsis.org/Blast/).  Correct constructs were labeled and stored at 
-20 ℃ for further usage.  
 
2.4 Genotyping  
All plant materials were confirmed by genotyping before experiment carrying out. 
DNA for genotyping PCR was extracted as follows. Small leaves were cut off 
from plants, and put in 100ml of quick DNA extraction buffer (200 mM Tris-HCl, 
250 mM NaCl, 25 mM EDTA, and 0.5% SDS, pH 8.0).  Leaves lysis were 
centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 5 min to remove tissue residue. The supernatant 
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was precipitated with 0.8 volume of isopropanol for 10 min at -20℃ , and 
subsequently centrifuged again at 14,000 rpm for 10 min. The supernatant was 
then discarded and the pellets were washed with 70% ethanol. The pellets were 
further air dried and dissolved in 20 µl sterile water and could be used as 
templates for PCR directly.  
For insertion SALK-mutants from ABRC genotyping, a pair of primers was 
usually designed 400bp before and after the T-DNA insertion point.  Another 
specific primer LB1.3 (5’-ATTTTGCCGATTTCGGAAC-3’) from the backbone 
of T-DNA vector was also designed. During PCR process, two sets of primers 
were used, namely, specific primers of gene-PF with gene-PR (set one), and 
LB1.3 with either specific primer of gene-PF or specific gene-PR (set two) 
depending on insertion direction. Wild type was used for control in all genotyping 
PCR.  PCR Products were got from primer set one and set two only indicated the 
examined plants were wild type and homozygous mutant respectively. PCR 
Products were got from both primer sets indicated the examined plants were in 
heterozygous status.  
For point mutation mutant genotyping, Derived Cleaved Amplified Polymorphic 
Sequences (dCAPS) method was used. The dCAPS technique could introduce or 
destroy a restriction enzyme recognition site by creating one or more mismatches 
to the template DNA, and the PCR product modified in this manner could be 
differentiated by digestion with specific enzyme. Primers were designed by online 
dCAPS Finder 2.0 (http://helix.wustl.edu/dcaps/dcaps.html). After amplification, 
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the PCR products were briefly purified by ethanol precipitation, and digested with 
specific enzyme for 1 h. The digested mixture was then analyzed with 3% agarose 
gel running at low voltage. For the homozygous plants, the results were further 
confirmed by sequencing methods.  
 
2.5 Plant Transformation 
2.5.1 Preparation of A. tumefaciens Competent Cells 
The Agrobacteria tumefaciens strain GV3101 was used in this work. 
Electroporation competent cells were prepared as briefly summarized: Single 
colony of A. tumefaciens cells was inoculated into 3 ml of LB medium and 
incubated for overnight with vigorously shaking 250 rpm at 28 °C. An aliquot of 
1ml culture was transferred to 250 ml fresh LB medium and cultured at 28 °C 
until an OD600 value reached 0.6 (exponential growth phase). The culture was 
harvested and cooled on ice for 20 min and then centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 10 
min at 4°C. Pour off the supernatant and gently re-suspend each tube in 50 ml ice-
cold water, keeping the tubes on ice for 10min. Spin down to get the pellet again 
under the same centrifuge setting, and re-suspend in 50 ml ice-cold sterile water. 
After placed on ice for another 10 min, the culture was centrifuged again and re-
suspend in 10 ml pre-chilled 10 % glycerol. 100 µl of cell suspension was 




2.5.2 Plasmid Transformation of A. tumefaciens Competent Cells 
An aliquot of 100ul competent cell GV3101 was thawed and placed on ice for 10 
min. about 50ng of purified plasmid was added to the tube and gently tapped of 
the bottom to mix it well. The mixture was transferred into a 1 mm Gene Pulser® 
cuvette (Bio-Rad) and subject to electroporation at 2.5 kV. The electroporated 
bacteria were transferred into a new microtube with 1 ml LB medium and 
recovered for 4 h with shaking at 28 °C. 50 ul of the recovered Agrobacteria 
culture was evenly spread on half selective LB agar plate (gentamycin 25μg/ml, 
kanamycin 50 μg/ml, and rifampicin 25 μg/ml) and streaked onto the other half to 
get single colony. The LB agar plate was incubated for 2-3 days at 28 °C. The 
colonies were verified by cloning PCR and the confirmed colonies with the 
correct construct inside were used for subsequent experiments. 
 
2.5.3 Floral Dip and Selection of Transgenic Plants 
Procedure for agrobacterium-mediated floral dip transformation was adapted from 
previously published method (Zhang et al. 2006). Single agrobacterium colony 
that harbors the gene of interest was inoculated into 5 ml liquid LB medium 
containing 25 μg/ml gentamycin, 50 μg/ml kanamycin, and 25 μg/ml rifampicin 
and incubated at 28 ℃ with shaking 200rpm overnight. This culture was applied 
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as feeder to inoculate 200 ml liquid LB containing same antibiotics and allowed it 
continuously grow another 24-36 h until their OD600 value reached 1.5–2.0 
(stationary phase). Agrobacterium cells were collected by centrifugation at 3,500g 
for 10 min at room temperature, and re-suspend in half volume of freshly made 5% 
(wt/vol) sucrose solution containing 0.02% (vol/vol) surfactant Silwet L-77, and 
mixed well. Flower inflorescences of one month old plants were inverted and kept 
immersed in the Agrobacterium cell suspension for 5-10 s with gentle agitation. 
The dipped plants were then covered with black plastic bag to improve the 
transformation efficiency by avoiding light and increasing humidity. After 
transformation, plants were then grown under long day growth conditions. 
 Seeds from these transformed plants were later collected (T1 generation), which 
were later sowed and screened in soil by 240 µg/ml PPT (for pGreen constructs 
selection) after the emergence of the first rosette leaf. Survived seedlings were 
grown until their seeds become completely matured. Seeds from T1 generation 
were named as T2 and were further subjected to for homozygous screening that 
harbors only single copy of inserted construct. To achieve this, at least 40 T2 
generation seeds from individual lines were sterilized as previous described and 
germinated on MS plates that contains 20 µM PPT. The ratio of survived 
seedlings to died seedlings were calculated and only transgenic lines with a ratio 
approximately 3::1 were chosen for further homozygous screening. The survived 
seedlings were planted into soil and harvested for T3 generation seeds 
individually. Using the same method, survival ratio of T3 generation seeds were 
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also tested. T3 generation seeds that could all survive on PPT MS plate were 
single-copy homozygous transgenic lines.  
 
2.6 Expression Analysis 
2.6.1 RNA Extraction and Reverse Transcription for cDNA Synthesis 
Total RNAs extraction used the RNeasy Mini Kit (QIAGEN) following their 
instructions (ftp://ftp.Arabidopsis.org/Protocols/RNeasy.pdf). Excised roots or 
whole seedlings at 5DAG were applied for total RNAs extraction. Extracted RNA 
will be treated with DNase (Roche) for 15min at 37 ℃ to eliminate genomic DNA 
contaminations. RNA concentration was determined by NanoDrop 2000. For 
expression analysis, the same amount of extracted RNAs (usually 2ug) was 
further reverse-transcribed to cDNA with SuperScript RT-PCR kit (Invitrogen) 
following manufacturers’ instructions (http://tools.invitrogen.com/ 
content/sfs/productnotes/F_071215_Superscript%20III%20Enzyme%20RD-
MKT-TL-HL.pdf). Concentrations of returned cDNA were determined by 
NanoDrop 2000 and diluted with DNAase free water to appropriate within around 





2.6.2 Quantitative Real-time-PCR 
For all gene expression level comparison, quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR) was 
performed. Either TUB2 or UBQ1 was used as an internal control across different 
genotype background. qRT-PCR was carried out on 7900HT Fast Real-Time PCR 
system (Applied Biosystems) according to the manufacturer’s protocol 
(http://www3.appliedbiosystems.com/cms/groups/mcb_support/documents/genera
ldocuments/cms_041053.pdf). Primers were designed to generate PCR products 
100-200bp and run for BLAST to ensure their specificity.  Sensitivity and 
efficiency of primers were determined by evaluating standard curves based on a 
series of 10-fold dilutions analysis.  Samples were run in triplicate using KAPA 
SYBR® FAST qPCR Kits to average the technical variations. The PCR reaction 
mixture (5ul) included 2.5ul 2xSYBR®, 1.3 µl H2O, 0.2 µl specific primer pair, 
and 1 µl cDNA template. The qRT-PCR program can be summarized as 2 min 
denaturation at 96 ℃ following 40 cycles of 96 ℃ 15 sec, 60 ℃ 15ses and 72 ℃ 
30 ses. Cycle thresholds (Ct) of genes were analyzed using Microsoft excel based 
on well-established method (Schmittgen and Livak 2008). All qRT-PCR primers 
for gene expression levels detection can be found in Table 1.  
 
2.6.3 GUS Staining and Analysis 
GUS (β-glucuronidase) staining assay was performed as described below. The 
GUS substrate X-Gluc (cyclohexylammonium salt) (Sigma) was dissolved in 
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Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, Sigam) to make a 100 mM stock solution and kept at 
-20 °C wrapped with aluminium foil. For each sample analyzed, at least 15 
independent 5 DAG seedlings was put in GUS working solution (2 mMX-Gluc, 
50 mM K3Fe (CN) 6, 50mM K4Fe (CN) 6，10 mM EDTA, 100mM NaPO4, pH 7.0) 
and incubated at 37 ℃ for 0.5-2 h depending on samples. Stained samples could 
be cleared and examined under DIC microscope directly if GUS signals in root 
were studied. If GUS signals in shoot were checked, samples were treated with 70% 
ethanol and left at room temperature overnight to remove chlorophyll. After de-
staining, GUS expression patterns were observed under DIC microscope.  
 
2.7 ChIP Assay 
Around 300 seedlings (9 DAG) of both wild type 35S::axr3-3:myc grown under 
long day condition were collected and fixed  with 1% formaldehyde in 25ml MC 
buffer (10 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.0, 50 mM NaCl, 0.1 M sucrose) in 
vacuum for 1h on ice. Fixation is stopped by adding 2.5 ml glycine (1.25 M stock), 
mixed well by inverting the tube several times and the fixed seedlings were 
washed three times with MC buffer. Later, ‘dry’ the plant tissue on tissue paper 
and quick-frozen them in liquid nitrogen.  
Frozen seedlings were grinded thoroughly to complete homogeneity in a mortar 
and transferred to a new 50ml falcon tube with 500ul M1 buffer (10 mM sodium 
phosphate, pH 7, 0.1 M NaCl, 1 M 2-methyl 2, 4-pentanediol, 10 mM β-
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mercaptoethanol, 1mM PMSF).  The mixture was centrifuge at 1,000g for 20 min 
at 4 °C and washed 3 times with 5ml M2 buffer (10 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7, 
0.1 M NaCl, 1 M 2-methyl 2, 4-pentanediol, 10 mM β-mercaptoethanol, 1mM 
PMSF, 10 mM MgCl2 and 0.5% Triton X-100).  Then, the sample were washed 3 
times with 5 ml of M3 buffer (10 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7, 0.1 M NaCl, 10 
mM β-mercaptoethanol, 1mM PMSF) and centrifuged again, and re-suspended in 
500ul sonic buffer (10 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7, 0.1 M NaCl, 0.5% Sarkosyl, 
10 mM EDTA). The suspension was sonicated by sonicator for 6 cycles of 30sec 
pulses of maximal power and 30 s cooling to break chromatin into 200bp-1kb 
fragments. After sonication, sample was centrifuged at 13000rpm for 10 min at 
4 ℃，and transferred the supernatant to a new 2ml with same volume IP buffer 
(50 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 10 μM ZnSO4, 1% Triton 
X-100 and 0.05% SDS).   
The mixture were centrifuged and supernatant was incubated with anti-HA 
agarose beads (Sigma) for 2 h at 4°C, and rinsed with twice with IP buffer. Beads 
were then incubated with the elution buffer (0.1 M glycine, 0.5 M NaCl, 0.05% 
Tween-20, pH 2.8) for 10 min at 37°C.  Supernatant from the beads mixture after 
centrifuge were subjected to reverse protein-DNA cross-linking by 65°C 
incubation for 6 h followed by another 6 h 10 mM proteinase K treatment.  After 
that, DNA was precipitated with 2.5 volume ethanol, 1/10 volume of 3 M NaAc 
pH 5.4 overnight at − 20 °C. DNA was then purified using the QIAquick PCR 
Purification Kit (Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s instructions. This final 
product was used for qRT-PCR analysis using specific primers to examine 
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binding potential of AXR3 to the promoter of PIN3 and PIN7. This ChIP assay 
was performed separately for three independent times. 
 
2.8 EdU Staining Assay  
EdU (5-ethynyl-2´-deoxyuridine) staining assay (Hoechst 33342, Invitrogen) now 
is becoming the most efficient and reliable method to measure cells ability to 
proliferate.  EdU is a nucleoside analog of thymidineand and could incorporate 
into DNA during active DNA synthesis. Detection is based on covalent reaction 
between the azide in Alexa Fluor® dye and the alkyne in EdU. Seedlings at 
3DAG were transferred to MS plate supplemented with 10 µM EdU, and cultured 
for additional 24h for EdU incorporation. After incorporation, seedlings were 
fixed in 1 mL of 3.7% formaldehyde in PBS and incubated for 15 minutes at room 
temperature. After fixation, seedlings were washed twice with 1 mL of 3% BSA 
in PBS followed by rinse with 1 mL of 0.5% Triton® X-100 in PBS for 20 
minutes at room temperature. For the EdU detection, seedlings were transferred to 
500 µl fresh prepared Click-iT® reaction cocktail (430 μl 1X Click-iT® reaction 
buffer, 20ul CuSO4, 1.2 µl Alexa Fluor® azide, 50 µl Reaction buffer additive) 
and incubated for 30 min at room temperature wrapped with aluminium foil. After 
further rinse with 1 mL of 3% BSA in PBS, the seedling was ready for 
examination under confocal microscope. For imaging, the excitation wavelength 




2.9 Microscopy Imaging and Laser Ablation  
There are two types of microscope used in this study, namely, Leica DM5000 B 
differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy and Leica SP5 cofocal 
microscopy. For DIC imaging, seedling were cleared and mounted with clear 
buffer, and images were taken as previously described. For DIC imaging, 20 
µg/ml propidium iodide (PI) in distilled water was used to visualize the boundary 
of living root cell walls. The excitation wavelength for GFP and YFP are 488nm 
and 514nm respectively.  Laser ablation was carried out as previously described 
(Xu et al. 2006). Four DAG seedlings were mounted in PI, and QC cells were 
illuminated with point laser continuously until red color entered inside which 
mark the dying of cells. After laser ablation, images were taken in time-lapse to 
monitor the dynamics in the following several days.   
 
2.10 Crossing 
Plants developed 7-8 inflorescences (around 3 week old) and plants developed 
several siliques (1 month old) were chosen as mother plants and father plants 
respectively.  Siliques, open flowers, and open buds were removed to prevent 
self-fertilization. The sepals and petals were then carefully displaced with fine 
forceps and anthers were exposed. The anthers were further emasculated under 
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light microscope touching the stigma. Then, open and mature flowers from 
desired father plants were tore off and rub on the stigma of the emasculated 
inflorescences to shedding pollen. Mark the pollinated inflorescence with suitable 
labels with the information mother, father and date.  If several different lines were 
crossed at one time, pollen contamination between lines on forceps must be 
cleaned by washing with 75% ethanol. After two days, if pollinated inflorescence 
elongated and generated siliques, they are successful. Usually, siliques with the 
hybrid seeds became mature 2-3week after crossing. They were harvested and 
screening for the homozygous by genotyping over the next two generations.  
 
2.11 Yeast-two-hybrid screening 
Yeast-two-hybrid screening experiment was performed using MATCHMAKER 
GAL4 Two-Hybrid System (CLONTECH). In this System, a bait gene is fused to 
GAL4 DNA-binding domain (DNA-BD), while another gene or cDNA library are 
fused to the GAL4 activation domain. When there is interaction between bait and 
library fusion proteins, the DNA-BD and AD are brought into proximity, thus 
activating reporter genes’ expression. This technology is now widely used in 
identifying novel protein interactions; verifying possible interactions, and figuring 




2.11.1 Competent cells preparation for transformation  
Single colony was inoculated into 1 ml of YPDA medium (20 g/L peptone, 10 g/L 
yeast extract, 2% glucose, and 0.003% adenine hemisulfate) and cultured with 
vigorously shaking at 28 ℃ overnight. The feeder culture was transferred into a 
flask containing 50ml of YPDA. The culture mixture was then incubated for ~20h 
with shaking (250 rpm)  at 30°C until its OD600 value reached 1.5 (stationary 
phase).  The whole culture mixture was then transferred into a large flask with 
300 ml YPDA, and continuously cultured until the OD600 value reached 0.5. The 
yeast cell was immediately collected using 50-ml tubes and centrifuge at 1,000 x 
g for 5 min at room temperature. The supernatant was discarded and cell pellets 
were re-suspended by vortexing in 50 ml sterile H2O in total. Cells pool was 
centrifuged again at 1,000 x g for 5 min at room temperature, and re-suspended in 
fleshly prepared 1.5 ml TE/LiAc buffer (combined 1 ml 10xTE buffer with 1ml 
1M LiAc, topped up with sterile H2O). The competent cells were ready for 
immediate transformation and could store on ice for several hours without 
affecting the efficiency.  
 
2.11.2 Constructs Auto-Activation Assay 
BD-AXR3 and AD-empty constructs was first co-transformed into strain AH109 
to test its auto-activation following the below procedures. AD-empty construct 
was mixed with BD-AXR3 and BD-empty (positive control) in 1.5 ml microtube 
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respectively; the amount of each construct should be approximately 100 ng.  Five 
micro-liter 10 µg/ml denatured yeast carrier DNA (heat DNA for 95 ℃ for 5min, 
and place on ice for 3 min; and repeat heating and cooling before using) was 
added the mixture, following with supplemented with 50 µl competent cell in 
each tube and gently mixed well. 500 ul freshly made PEG/LiAc solution (40% 
PEG 3350, 10 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA, and 100 mM LiAc) were added and 
mixed well before the whole mixture was subjected to incubation at 30 ℃ for 30 
min with gentle tapping every 10 min. After that, the tubes were added 20 ul 
DMSO each and transferred to 42 ℃ water bath for another15 min incubation 
with gentle tapping every 5 min.  After heat shock, the tubes were centrifuged at 
high speed for 15 sec and re-suspended with 200 µl 0.9% NaCl solution (w/v). 
The suspension was doted on SD/Leu/–Trp and SD /–His/ –Leu/–Trp agar plates 
respectively. The plates were incubated at 30 °C upside down for 4 days before 
observation. 
 
2.11.3 Arabidopsis whole seedling cDNA Library Screening  
The transformation process was similar as describe with minor modifications. 200 
ng BD-AXR3 and 15 µg AD-cDNA library was mixed together in 15ml falcon 
tube, and subsequently added 20 ul carrier DNA, 600 µl competent cells, and 2.5 
ml PEG/LiAc.  The mixture was subjected to incubation at 30 ℃ for 45 min with 
gentle tapping every 15 min, followed by adding 160 µl DMSO before water bath 
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heat shock for 20 min incubation with gentle tapping every 10 min. The mixture 
was then centrifuged at 700 g for 5 min and re-suspended with 3 ml YPD plus 
medium, and incubated for 1.5 h at 30 ℃. The medium was then centrifuged and 
pellets were re-suspended with 3 ml 0.9% NaCl solution (w/v). The suspension 
was spread on 10 cm in diameter SD/–His/ –Leu/–Trp agar plate. The plates were 
incubated at 30 °C upside down for 4 days before observation.  
For interaction screening, colonies were picked up and dissolved in 10ul sterile 
water containing 500 U/ml, and incubated at 37 °C for 15 min to destroy the cell 
wall of yeast. After incubation, the lysis was used as template for PCR 
amplification. The primer pair used for PCR was AD-PF (5'–
TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGC–3') and AD-PR (5'–AGATGGTGCACGAT 
GCACAG–3'). The 20 µl PCR products were first precipitated with 100 µl 
ethanol for 15 min and centrifuged at 13000 rpm for 20 min and washed with 75% 
ethanol twice. The pellets were air dried and dissolved in 10 µl sterile water and 1 
µl of which was used as temple for sequencing PCR with the primer AD-PF. 
After sequencing PCR, the products were purified again as above, and sent for 
sequencing. The returned sequences were further BLAST in the website NCBI to 
confirm which genes were involved in this specific inaction.  For the positive 
interaction regulators, their full length coding sequences were amplified using 
specific primers and fused to AD vector. BD-AXR3 and AD-specific genes 
constructs was co-transformed into AH109 to verify their inaction following the 




2.12 Microarray Analysis  
Total RNA from root of wild type (Col), axr3-1, slr-1 and axr2-1 using RNeasy® 
Mini kit (QIAGEN). 100 ng of total RNA was labeled with low input Quick Amp 
Labeling Kit, one-color (Agilent p/n 5190-2305) following manufacturer 
instruction. Briefly, 100 ng of total was converted into double-stranded cDNA by 
priming with an oligo-dT primer containing the recognition site for T7 RNA 
polymerase. In vitro transcription with T7 RNA polymerase was used to produce 
cyanine 3-CTP labeled cRNA. 600ng of labeled cRNA was hybridized onto 
Agilent sureprint G3 Arabidopsis GE 8x60K microarray (Design ID: 028663) for 
17 H at 65 ℃, 10rpm in Agilent hybridization oven. After hybridization, the 
microarray slide was washed in gene expression wash buffer 1 for one min at 
room temperature and another minute in gene expression wash buffer 2 at 37℃ 
before scanning on Agilent High Resolution Microarray scanner (C-model). Raw 
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3.1 AXR3 Plays a Pivotal Role in Arabidopsis Root Growth through 
Negatively Regulating Root Meristem Size  
To gain deeper insights on how cell division and cell differentiation was tightly 
balanced during root development, a key development regulator AXR3 was 
chosen for our study. Gain of function axr3-1 and axr3-3 are two alleles with 
point mutation in the domain II, leading to a much stabilized protein with 
dramatically decreased axuin-mediated degradation rate. We picked up this gene 
attributing to three reasons: firstly, axr3 grow slower, indicating a crucial role of 
AXR3 in root development (Figure 5A, B); secondly, reduced root meristem in 
axr3 suggests abnormalities in cell division and cell differentiation (Figure 5D-F); 
thirdly, differentiation of columella stem cell is obviously affected by AXR3 in 
that no lugol staining is detected in axr3 (Figure 5C, G).  
To understand whether AXR3 directly controls root growth, we first compared the 
root growth rate of axr3 with that of wild type. To eliminate the adverse effects 
caused by different genotype background, we measured the relative root growth 
rate after 3 days after germination (DAG). The relative root growth rate was 
calculated by the ratio of the measured absolute root length to that at 3 DAG at 
each specific genotype background. We found that axr3 mutant had retardation in 
root growth compared with wild type. The relative root growth rate of wild type 
was 2.5 times faster than axr3-1 (Figure 6A). Moreover, when compared the root 
lengths of seedlings at 3 DAG that were transferred to MS plate with 1uM IAA 















Figure 5. AXR3 is crucial regulator of root development.  
(A and B) axr3-1 has severe growth defects compared with wild type. Shorter root length and 
agravitropism response are observed in axr3-1.  (D and E) axr3-1 has an obvious reduced root 
meristem, indicating AXR3 functions in root meristem specification. Images were taken at 
4DAG, and black arrows mark the start and end of root meristem. (F) Quantification data of root 
meristem size at 4DAG by measuring cortex cells number showed a smaller meristem size.  (C 
and G) Lack of lugol staining in axr3-1, suggests a role of AXR3 in root cap differentiation 





















Figure 6. AXR3 negatively regulates root growth rate.  
(A) Relative root growth rate shows that axr3 mutants have growth retardation compared with 
wild type. (B) Auxin could not bypass AXR3 in regulating root growth. Root length of untreated 
seedlings from 3DAG to 6DAG was normalized as 100%.  Asterisk indicates statistical 
significant (P≤0.01).  
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found resistant to growth repression mediated by high auxin treatment. Root 
length of wild type with IAA treatment was approximately 1/11 of that of 
untreated seedlings, while root length of axr3 mutants were only slightly reduced 
(Figure 6B), suggesting an indispensable role of AXR3 in regulating root 
development. Since two gain-of-function allele axr3-1 and axr3-3 have the 
similar defects in root development, we chose axr3-1 for all our later studies 
unless indicated.  
Root growth depends on the production of new cells in meristem, their 
differentiation, and elongation. To investigate whether the retarded root growth in 
axr3-1 was caused by a reduced root meristem activity, we measured root 
meristem size of axr3-1 and wild type at 4DAG. Our results showed that axr3-1 
had a dramatic reduction in terms of meristem size (Figure 5F). Hence, we can 
conclude that retarded root growth in axr3-1 is probably caused by reduced root 
meristem size.   
 
3.2 AXR3 Does not Affects Cell Division Activity in Root Meristem  
A decrease in meristem size can be resulted from reduced stem cell niche activity, 
loss of division potential of meristematic cells in the proximal meristem, or a 
more rapid elongation-differentiation of the meristematic cells at the TZ (Dello 
Ioio et al. 2007). To investigate what leads to root meristem reduction, we next 
investigate whether the meristem cells dividing activity was altered by performing 
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EdU staining assay (Vanstraelen et al. 2009). In this assay, we first cultured 3 
DAG seedlings for 24 h in the presence of 10uM EdU, a nucleoside analogue of 
thymidine. Incorporation of EdU in the nuclei is indicative of S-phase progression 
and, thus, cell division event in the root meristem. Our results showed that both in 
WT and axr3-1 mutant, most of the cells in the root meristem had incorporated 
EdU during this 24-h growth period (Figure 7A, B); indicating AXR3 did not 
influence merisem cell division activity directly. In addition, the cyclin 
B1;1::GUS reporter also allows us to visualize cells at the G2-M phase of the cell 
cycle and thus to monitor mitotic activity in the root meristem (Colon-Carmona et 
al. 1999). To further substantiate the role of AXR3 in controlling root cell division, 
we introduced cyclin B1; 1::GUS reporter into axr3-1 by crossing. It was found 
that although the number of dividing cells was less compared to wild-type, there 
was no significant change in terms of the proportion of cells under division in root 
meristem (Figure 7C, D), verifying the results that cell division ability in root 
meristem of axr3-1 was not altered. Besides, the expression level of several key 
cell cycle related regulators were quantified and compared by qRT-PCR (Figure 
7E). Consistently, expression level of these genes remain unchanged, further 
substantiated the result that AXR3 does not directly regulate the meristem mitotic 
cell division ability. Taken together, we can conclude that division potential of 
















Figure 7. AXR3 does not affect cell division activity of root meristem  
(A and B) EdU staining assay showed that cell division activity of root merisem was not 
influenced in axr3-1. (C and D) Expression pattern of cyclin B1; 1::GUS in wild type and 
axr3-1. No significant changes were observed in the proportion of cells under division in 
root meristem.  (E) Expression level of several key cycle related regulators were not 
significantly altered in axr3-1. RNA extracted from root of seedlings at 5DAG.  
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3.3 AXR3 Controls the Specification of QC + CEI + CEI Daughter 
Cells (QCI) 
We then carefully checked whether the stem cell niche activity was affected in 
axr3-1. Surprisingly, we frequently found the extra cortex and endodermis initial 
(CEI) like cell in the axr3-1(Figure 8A, B). To better illustrate and simplify this 
phenotype, we counted the QC and CEI or CEI daughter cells together under 
confocal microscope and quantified the total number as QC and CEI or CEI 
daughter cells index  (Hereafter called QCI). It was showed that QCI of wild type 
was around 3.08 cells on average; however, axr3-1 obviously differed from wild 
type as the QCI increased to 6.16 cells on average, suggesting a defective stem 
cell niche in axr3-1(Figure 8C).  
Consistent with this phenotype, we also observed similar trend of increasing QCI 
in another gain-of-function allele axr3-3. Since these two mutants were derived 
from high throughput EMS screening, to eliminate the possibility that this 
phenotype was caused by side effects during generating mutagenesis by chemicals, 
we created a transgenic plants PROAXR3::AXR3-1:GFP that harbored a 4.2kb 
native promoter driven whole genomic coding sequence of AXR3. Consistently, 
we observed a similar QCI defect in two randomly selected T3 homogenous 
transgenic plants, suggesting that the increased QCI was correlated to the 
mutations that could make AXR3 proteins stabilized (Figure 9). To further study 
the link between QCI defect and AXR3, we checked QCI in two over-expression 
transgenic plants 35S::AXR3:AXR3:GR (on 10uM DEX) and 
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35S::AXR3:AXR3:GFP containing native coding sequence of AXR3 driven by 
cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV) 35S promoter. QCI observed at 5DAG in the 
background of both two AXR3 over-expression transgenic lines was comparable 
to that of wild type (Figure 9), indicating that only stabilized AXR3 protein was 
able to induce defective QCI happening. Furthermore, we also measured the QCI 
in another two loss-of-function AXR3 mutants axr3-8 and axr3-10 (Figure 9). 
Both of two loss-of-function lines showed normal stem cell niche and equivalent 
QCI as wild type, implied that other AUX/IAA genes may play a redundant role 
in controlling the specification of QCI, which also substantiate the idea that the 
amount and stability of AXR3 protein are essential for QCI specification.  
According to AUX/IAA phylogenetic trees, three other genes in a clade share 
high similarity with AXR3, namely, IAA7 (AXR2), IAA14 (SLR), and IAA16. Gain-
of-function mutants axr2-1 and slr-1 have been described and well studies 
recently (Wilson et al. 1990; Nagpal et al. 2000; Fukaki et al. 2002; Fukaki et al. 
2006; Muto et al. 2007), while IAA16 has not been characterized. In order to find 
out whether these two closely related homolog also have effect on the QCI, we 
examined the in the background of two available mutants axr2-1 and slr-1. Indeed, 
we did find similar defective QCI phenotype in both of these two mutants (Figure 
9), confirming the hypothesis that at least a few AUX/IAA genes from this clade 
act redundantly in QCI regulation, which can also explain why QCI phenotype 













Figure 8. AXR3 Controls the Number of QC + CEI + CEI Daughter Cells (QCI) 
The Number of QC + CEI + CEI daughter Cells (QCI) increases in axr3-1(B), compared 
with that in wild type (A). (C) Qualification results show an obvious increased CEI in 
axr3-1. (D) Overall distribution of QCI in wild type and axr3-1. Asterisk indicates 

















Figure 9. Increased QCI phenotype correlates to the mutations that could cause AXR3 
proteins stabilized.  Quantification of QCI in different background and transgenic lines. 
Asterisk indicates significant differences. 
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3.4 Extra QC/CEI like Cells Exhibits Both Properties of QC and CEI 
To examine the cell identities of these extra QC/CEI like cells, we introduced a 
series of specific maker into axr3-1. Many of these markers provided powerful 
tools for our understanding the cell properties, such as QC specific marker 
WOX5::ERGFP, columella stem cell specific marker J2341, cortex cell specific 
marker CO2::H2BYFP, and CEI specific marker CYCD6;1:GFP (Sozzani et al. 
2010). WOX5 is normally expressed only in the QC cells in wild type background, 
but its signal was widely detected in all QC, CEI and all QC/CEI like cells in 
axr3-1 (Figure 10A, B), suggesting that these extra cells in possession of the QC 
cell identity. Marker J2341 was specifically expressed in the columella stem cell 
in wild type background, however, a widely broaden expression region 
surrounding all the QC, CEI and QC/CEI like cells was found in axr3-1(Figure 
10C, D), verifying the result that all these CEI and extra QC/CEI like cells 
function like QC cells. To understand whether these extra CEI like cells still have 
the CEI identity, another maker CO2:: H2BYFP with signals detected in cortex 
cells, but not in CEI initials nor in the QC (Heidstra et al. 2004), was examined in 
axr3-1. It was found that CO2:: H2BYFP was not expressed in QC, CEI and all 
QC/CEI like cells in axr3-1(Figure 10E, F).  This data suggested that these extra 
QC/CEI like cell still have the CEI cell fate. Cell identities of these extra CEI like 
cells were further supported by the evidence that CEI specific maker 
CYCD6;1:GFP was also detected in the extra QC/CEI like cells in axr3-1(Figure 
10G, H). Taken all into consideration, we can conclude that these extra CEI like 
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cells in axr3-1 possess both QC and CEI identities. Hence, we can speculate that 
stabilized AXR3 affects formative cell divisions in the root ground tissue layer.  
Additionally, columella root cap development was tightly regulated by QC 
activity; we speculated that columella root cap differentiation should be affected 
by the altered QCI in axr3-1.  Therefore, root cap markers were introduced into 
axr3-1 and their expression pattern were examined. J1092 that marks the lateral 
root cap as well as columella root cap and its initial 
(http://www.plantsci.cam.ac.uk/Haseloff) was found excluded from tier 1 and tier 
2 of columella root cap and columella initials in axr3-1 (Figure 11A, B). Another 
differentiated columella specific markers Q1630, which is only expressed in tier 1 
and tier 2 of columella root cap in wild type, was hardly detected in tier 1 of 
columella root cap (Figure 11C, D).  Moreover, ARF16:: ARF16:GFP was shown 
expressed in columella and lateral root cap cells as well as in progenitor stem cells 
(Wang et al. 2005), however, its expression was dramatically down-regulated in 
the whole root cap of axr3-1(Figure 11E, F). Clearly, columella root cap 
differentiation was affected in axr3-1, and these observations agreed with 
increased number of CEI like cells in axr3-1, providing evidence of AXR3 was 














Figure 10. Extra QCI in axr3-1 displays both QC and CEI identities. (A, C, E, G) 
Expression pattern of maker lines in wild type background;  (B, D, F, H) expression 








Figure 11. Extra QCI in axr3-1 displays both QC and CEI identities. (A, C, E) Expression 
pattern of maker lines in wild type background;  (B, D, F) expression pattern of maker lines 
in axr3-1. White arrow labels increased QCI. Bracket shows the abnormal columella root 
cap with reduced ARF16 expression in axr3-1.  
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3.5 Extra CEI like Cells in axr3-1 are Mitotic Inactive  
It is well known that QC cells are considered as mitotic silent cells that divide 
only occasionally, while CEI is type of stem cell that frequently divide for self-
renew and generating daughter cells. Here, in axr3-1 all CEI and extra CEI like 
cells exhibit both QC and CEI properties. We asked what the mitotic division 
frequency of these cells? In others words, does these cells are mitotic inactive like 
QC, or mitotic active like CEI cells? To address this question, we take the 
advantage of EdU staining assay to monitor the cell division rate during 24 h 
period. Basically, EdU staining assay was carried out as described in the study 
and the incorporation of EdU of QC cells in wild type and QC plus CEI like cells 
in axr3-1 was quantified. As shown in Figure 12, most of the QC , CEI and 
QC/CEI cells in axr3-1 were not stained by this chemical, indicating a mitotic 
inactive during 24 h period (Figure 12A, B). Statistics data demonstrated that the 
ratio of total dividing QC and CEI was comparable (Figure 12C). It was 
conclusive that AXR3 plays a crucial role in determining the patterning of QC 









Figure 12. Extra CEI like cells in axr3-1 are mitotic inactive.  White arrow labels increased QCI. 
Green lines in (A) and (B) outlines the boundary of cells.   
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3.6 Regulation of AXR3 on QCI is Independent of the Activities of 
Root Patterning Genes. 
It has been shown that QC specification and stem cell activity depend on the 
combinatorial action of a set of transcription factors, PLETHORA1 (PLT1), 
PLETHORA2 (PLT2), SCARECROW (SCR), and SHORT-ROOT (SHR). To 
illustrate the mechanism of AXR3 regulation of the QCI, we further want to 
understand whether AXR3 act through these canonical pathways. To achieve this, 
we first crossed the marker lines of these key regulators PLT1:CFP, PLT2:EGFP, 
SCR:GFP, and SHR:GFP with axr3-1 to monitor their expressions. Based on our 
results, expression of all these key genes displayed similarly like wild type, in 
terms of both the expression level and pattern (Figure 13), indicating AXR3 
regulation of root QCI does not depend on the activity of well established 
patterning genes. We also monitored mRNA level of the four key patterning 
genes in axr3-1 by qRT-PCR method. Similarly, a comparable transcript level 
was detected in axr3-1 compare with wild type (data not shown).  Taken together, 
AXR3 does not affect the activity of key patterning genes both at transcriptional 
level and translational level.  
SHR and SCR are the most important regulators for QC maintenance and CEI 
asymmetric cell division. Thus, to further investigate the underlying rational for 
AXR3 regulation on QCI and gain a deeper understanding on the relationship 
between AXR3 and SCR and SHR, we generated double mutants between axr3 and 
loss of function mutants shr-2, scr-4. Surprisingly, it was found that in the double 
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mutants axr3-1 shr-2 and axr3-1 scr-4, the whole meristem was completely 
disrupted and collapsed (Figure 14D, H). In such scenario, QCI was unable to 
compared, thus mersitem size was measured instead. It seemed like that the whole 
root tissue of double mutants became fully differentiated and root growth 
inhibited. Root tips of these two double mutants observed under stereo 
microscope displayed blunt and semitransparent, and plants grown in soil were 
weaker than single mutants and produced less seeds (data not shown). All of the 
phenotypes showed a additive effect between AXR3 and SHR and SCR. This 
additive effect suggested that AXR3 acts in a different parallel pathway in 
regulating the stem cell niche and QCI, rather than downstream or upstream of 
SCR or SHR.  
PLT1 and PLT2 are another two key inputs to the root stem cell niche, which have 
been shown play as the master regulator of root development. Given these two 
genes are auxin inducible and can regulated auxin signaling through action on 
PIN transcripts, we initially speculated AXR3 might be one of the downstream 
targets of PLT genes. Hence, we also generated triple mutant axr3-1 plt1-4plt2-2 
and carefully examined its stem cell niche at 5DAG. A collapsed root meristem 
was also observed in axr3-1 plt1-4plt2-2 (Figure 15E), exactly like the case in 
double mutant axr3-1 shr-2 and axr3-1 scr-4. axr3-1 plt1-4plt2-2 grew weakly in 
soil and produced very few seeds, suggesting a additive effect between AXR3 and 
PLT genes in root stem cell niche specification. Consistent with this, expression 
of AXR3 in plt1-4plt2-2 was not much altered. Together with our previous data on 
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comparable PLT expression in axr3-1(Figure 13E, G), we could draw conclusion 
that AXR3 and PLT act in parallel pathways.  
Another crucial input for the stem cell niche is the activity of RBR. RBR defines 
the ability of stem cells to re-enter or exit cell cycle in Arabidopsis root. We first 
asked whether the altered RBR protein level could affect QCI. Transgenic lines 
with over-expressed RBR level 35S:: RBR:GR (RBOE) at 3DAG was transferred 
to MS plate with 5uM DEX for another 2 days growth, and QCI was quantified. 
Although, a consumption of meristem and differentiation of stem cell niche was 
observed as previously described, QCI was comparable to that of wild type 
(Figure 16B, G). Consistently, increased columella initials were observed in 
RBRrnai (rbr) transgenic plants, but the QCI remain unchanged (Figure 16C, G). 
To understand whether changed RBR protein level in axr3-1 affect QCI status, 
QCI in both axr3-1RBOE (5uM DEX) and axr3-1 rbr were quantified. Our results 
showed that both axr3-1RBOE and axr3-1 rbr has significant increased QCI like 
axr3-1 compared with wild type (Figure 16D-F, G). Except from this QCI 
regulation, axr3-1 RBOE and axr3-1 rbr showed additive phenotypes in other root 
development regulation (data not shown). This result also agreed with our 
previous data that several cell cycle related genes expression was not deregulated 
in axr3-1. Consequently, it was conclusive that AXR3 is the dominate regulator of 
QCI regardless of the input of RBR, SCR and SHR, which also indicates that 

















Figure 13. Both expression level and pattern of key root patterning genes are not affected in 


















Figure 14. Additive effect between AXR3 and SHR and SCR on root development.  (A-H) 
axr3-1 shr-2 and axr3-1 scr-4 show totally collapsed root.  Quantification of meristem size is 
shown respectively (I, J).  Black arrows indicate the boundary of root merisem. Asterisk 



















Figure 15. Additive effect between AXR3 and PLT genes.   
(A-D) Triple mutant axr3-1 plt1plt2 show totally collapsed root.  Quantification result 
of meristem size is shown in (E). Black arrows indicate the boundary of root merisem. 











Figure 16. AXR3 regulates QCI independent of RBR.   
(A-C) RBR has no effect on QCI. (D-F) RBR could not affect QCI in axr3-1. (G) 
Quantification of QCI in different background suggests that AXR3 regulated QCI 
independent of the input of RBR.  White arrow shows increased QCI.  Asterisk 





3.7 WOX5 is Required for the Maintenance of Extra QC/CEI like 
Cells in axr3-1  
Expression of WOX5 expanded to every CEI and QC/CEI like cells in axr3-
1(Figure 10B), suggesting that AXR3 might act through WOX5 in specifying the 
QC/CEI status. At the same time, the fact that all these CEI and QC/CEI like cells 
in axr3-1 became mitotic inactive during cell division provided clues that WOX5 
was the vital factor in the cell identity maintenance. Hence, we generated double 
mutant axr3-1 wox5-1 to gain deeper insights on the genetic relationship between 
AXR3 and WOX5. axr3-1 wox5-1 exhibited great growth retardation and displayed 
slightly smaller root meristem size compared with axr3-1 (Figure 17A-D, F), 
indicating that AXR3 does not act through WOX5 in root meristem size regulation. 
In the meanwhile, although increased QCI was observed in axr3-1 wox5-1, the 
structure of root cap became totally disorganized (Figure 17E, G). Collectively, 
these results demonstrated that maintenance cell identity of QC and QC/CEI like 
cells also depends on WOX5 function. Currently, it is remain unknown whether 
these extra QC/CEI like cells still in possession of properties of QC and CEI 
simultaneously after losing WOX5. WOX5::ERGFP, CO2::H2BYFP and 
WOX5::ERGFP will be crossed into the background of axr3-1 wox5-1 to examine 
the cell fate of increased QC/CEI cells. In summary, WOX5 does not account for 
creased QCI and reduced meristem mediated by AXR3, but is required for the 












Figure 17. WOX5 is required for QCI maintenance in axr3-1.   
(A-D and F)  Double mutant axr3-1wox5-1 displays similar phenotype as axr3-1. (G)  
axr3-1wox5-1 shows disorganized QCI and root cap.  White and black arrow shows 




3.8 AXR3 Expresses in Differentiating and Differentiated Cells of 
Transition Zone and Root Cap in Arabidopsis Root 
To better study the biological function of AXR3 during QCI specification in root 
development, a 4.2kb promoter of AXR3 was fused to endoplasmic reticulum 
localized YFP reporter. All of 12 independent AXR3::erYFP transgenic plants 
showed consistent expression pattern with single insertion. It was shown that 
AXR3 expressed in the root cap and transition zone upward. From the tissue level, 
it turned out that AXR3 expressed in the root cap, epidermal cells of transition 
zone (TZ) and every tissue from the elongation zone upwards (Figure 18A). The 
common trait of these cells in which AXR3 expresses is that they are 
differentiating or differentiated, indicating a role of AXR3 in regulation of cell 
differentiation. At the same time, we found the amount AXR3 transcript increased 
gradually from undifferentiated cells to differentiated cells. Specifically, AXR3 
was not expressed in the columella initials and tier 1 and tier 2 columella root cap, 
but started to express from tier 3 layer columella root cap and reached the peak in 
the differentiated columella root cap (Figure 18D). Similarly, a clear gradient of 
AXR3 was also detected in the TZ and reached its peak at the elongation zone 
(Figure 18F). Based on the expression pattern, we can speculate that AXR3 may 
have a role in promoting cell differentiation.  
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To assess the characteristic of AXR3 protein at translational level, we also 
generated protein fusion AXR3::AXR3:GFP harboring a 4.2 kb native promoter 
driven native genomic coding sequence of AXR3 and transformed it into wild type 
background. 40 independent transgenic plants were obtained. However, no GFP 
signal was detected in any of these native protein fusion lines (Figure 18B). When 
treated with 50uM MG132 to inhibit protein degradation for 8h, GFP signal could 
be widely captured in AXR3::AXR3:GFP seeding (data not shown). We 
speculated that this was because auxin signaling repressors like AXR3 were 
universally degraded through ubiquitin pathway under normal growth condition. 
Truly, recent advancement revealed that AUX/IAA proteins have different 
binding preference and affinity towards axuin receptors during degradation, 
among which proteins from AXR3 clade could interact with auxin receptors and 
being degraded at extremely low concentration or even without auxin (Calderon 
Villalobos et al. 2012) . According to this, we can predict that almost all native 
AXR3 protein is degraded to a very low level under normal condition. That also 
explained why no obvious phenotypes are observed in loss of function of AXR3 or 
even in other multiple mutants of AUX/IAA genes.  
To overcome this problem, we constructed another version protein fusion 
PROAXR3::AXR3-1:GFP with 4.2 kb native promoter driven stabilized AXR3 
fused to GFP reporter, and transformed it into wild type background. 26 of 30 
independent transgenic lines showed consistent phenotypes like axr3-1, with 
agravitropism root growth, reduced root meristem size, decrease lateral root 
number and increased QCI (Figure 9). Carefully examined AXR3 protein 
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localization, we found that AXR3 protein localized only in the nucleus of root cap 
and epidermis of TZ, and every tissue layer from EZ upward (Figure 18C), which 
was quite consistent with our pervious expression pattern of AXR3 transcript. 
Moreover, an increasing amount of AXR3 protein from undifferentiated cells to 
differentiated cells was also observed in both the root cap region and TZ (Figure 
18E, G), confirming a possible of AXR3 in determining cell differentiation.  
However, our expression pattern of AXR3 was differ from previously results using 
whole-mount in situ hybridization, which showed that AXR3 transcript was 
detected in a region extending from the root tip toward the differentiation 
zone(Knox et al. 2003). To verify which pattern was correct, we first treated our 
AXR3::erYFP with 1uM IAA to test whether they could response to auxin. It was 
found that expression of AXR3 was immediately up-regulated both in the root cap 
and TZ, and reached peak at 4h after auxin treatment (Figure 18H-K), indicating 
that the promoter fusion of AXR3 was functional and YFP detected in 
AXR3::erYFP was more reliable. On the other hand, previous studies have 
showed that ectopically expressing stabilized AXR3 protein in epidermal root cap 
could disrupt root gravitropism response, while ectopically expressing stabilized 
AXR3 in pericycle cells (driven by J0121, specifically expressed in the pericycle 
cells from TZ upwards) abolished lateral root outgrowth (Swarup et al. 2005), all 
of which were consistent with our data. Moreover, our transgenic plant 
PROAXR3::AXR3-1:GFP could fully mimic all the phenotypes of axr3-1. 
















Figure 18. AXR3 expresses in the differentiating and differentiated cells 
(A-C)  Expression pattern of promoter fusion AXR3::erYFP. (B)  No signal was 
detected in AXR3::AXR3:GFP. (C)  Protein localization of stabilized AXR3 in 
PROAXR3::AXR3-1:GFP. (D-G)  Gradient distribution of AXR3 observed in the root 
cap and TZ.  (I, K) AXR3 transcript was up-regulated by auxin treatment for 4 h. White 




3.9 Auxin Maximum is Altered in axr3-1 
We have shown that AXR3 plays in a parallel pathway with key patterning genes 
in specifying QCI. However, AXR3 does not express in the stem cell niche; 
especially not in the QC and CEI. Besides, the transcript and protein of AXR3 
were detected exactly in the same region, suggesting AXR3 protein could not 
move to act in non-cell autonomous way. Hence, a key issue we have to solve is 
how AXR3 could regulate QCI in such a long distance.  
Previous studies have demonstrated that a high auxin concentration in the stem 
niche is required and essential for specifying the quiescent of QC and inhibiting 
stem cell differentiation. The elevated auxin level in QC assures a higher auxin 
signaling, which is crucial for QC cells staying a mitotic quiescent status, and 
more importantly, preventing them from differentiation. Auxin level in CEI is 
lower than QC but higher than its daughter so the rate of cell division and cell 
differentiation could be balanced, while auxin level in ground tissue is much 
lower to keep a fast speed of cell division and cell differentiation to meet the 
needs of root growth. Polar auxin transport inhibitor NPA treatment causes 
dramatic re-localization of the auxin maximum and patterning. Coincidentally, 
QC specific marker QC46 expresses in cells where there is a high expression of 
DR5::GUS, suggesting that high auxin signaling is sufficient to convert somatic 
cell into QC cells with decreased cell division ability (Sabatini et al. 1999). It is 
clear that auxin level in cells serves as the determinative factor for cell fate and 
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cell activities, and a high auxin signaling prohibits the cell division and cell 
differentiation.  
We then examined whether auxin maximum was altered in axr3-1. DR5 is a 
synthetic auxin response element that widely used in monitoring the auxin level 
and signaling in Arabidopsis. Hence, we introduced the auxin specific makers 
DR5::GFP and DR5::GUS into the axr3-1 to monitor auxin distribution. 
Compared with wild type, an abnormal auxin maximum was found in axr3-1, 
where expression of DR5 expanded to the neighboring CEI and QC/CEI like cells 
(Figure 19A, B). The abnormal axuin level in the adjacent CEI and QC/CEI like 
cells probably disrupted the balance between cell division and cell differentiation, 
resulting in a mitotic inactive CEI and increased QCI in axr3-1. In the meanwhile, 
high auxin level also enables CEI and QC/CEI like cells gain the partial properties 
of QC cells, because WOX5 was detected in these cells in axr3-1 and the proximal 
cells in the root cap had been converted into cells with columella initial identity 
(Figure 10D). This sheds light on why there are extra QC/CEI like cells and 
defective root cap cell differentiation in axr3-1. Expression pattern of DR5::GUS 
showed the similar trend of auxin maximum expansion in axr3-1. Interestingly, it 
was also found that the auxin accumulated in the shoot part of axr3-1 compared 
with wild type (Figure 19C, D). This observation is very consistent with the high 
auxin phenotypes described in axr3-1 previously (Leyser et al. 1996), for example 
dominant growth in shoot. In summary, the elevated auxin signaling in the 
QC/CEI cell might make them mitotic inactive like QC cells and the expanded 











Figure 19.  Auxin maximum is altered in axr3-1 
(A, B)  Expression pattern of DR5::GFP in wild type (A) and axr3-1 (B). Expanded 
auxin maximum is observed in axr3-1. (C, D) are the expression pattern of DR5::GUS  
in wild type (C) and axr3-1 (D). auxin distribution is affected in both root and shoot 




3.10 High Auxin Signaling is Required for Cells Maintaining 
Undivided and Undifferentiated 
Expression pattern of auxin responsive marker DR5::GFP shows the highest 
auxin signaling in the mitotic inactive QC cells. To investigate whether high 
auxin signaling indeed plays as a determinative factor for preventing QC cells 
from cell division and cell differentiation, we purposely disrupted the high auxin 
signaling in the QC and CEI by introducing the most important auxin signaling 
repressor stabilized AXR3 protein. To achieve this, we innovatively generated an 
ectopic inducible system with the aid of GAL4-UAS elements. This system 
composed of two elements, GAL4 was fused with GFP and glucocorticoid 
receptor (GR), and UAS was fused to an interested gene (AXR3 in this study). 
Dexamethasone (DEX) would trigger interest gene expression in a tissue specific 
manner. This system enables us to switch on or switch off gene expression at our 
desired time and region. Therefore, two component inducible transgenic line 
SCR:: GAL4-VP16-GFP-GR (SCRGVG), UAS::AXR3-1 was created to 
specifically  block auxin signaling in the QC/CEI and endodermis.  
Direct grow seedlings on MS plate supplemented with 5uM DEX leads to a 
severe growth defects with a fully collapsed root at 4DAG (Figure 20A and F). 
The strong phenotype here prevented us from monitoring the dynamic of this 
event; therefore, we decided to germinate seeding on normal MS plate and 
transfer them at 3DAG to follow up the dynamics. Robust QC cell division was 




















Figure 20.  High auxin signaling is required for cells maintaining undivided and 
undifferentiated. 
 (A-E) Phenotype of SCR::GVG (A-E) and SCR::GVG UAS::AXR3-1 (F-J)  grown on 
DEX plate. (A and F) seedlings direct germinated on 5um DEX plate at 4DAG. (B and 
G) Expression pattern of DR5::nlsYFP 24 h after DEX induction (C and H) Expression 
of SCR at 72 h after induction (C and H) Lugol staining at 72 h after DEX induction (E 






5uM DEX plate and grew for another 3days (Figure 20C and H). A significantly 
reduced auxin signaling was detected 24h after induction as indicated by 
DR5::nlsYPF (Figure 20B and G, D and I). Those cells under robust cell dividing 
still expressed SCR, but lost lugol staining, suggesting that these cells still had the 
QC cells identify (Figure 20C and H). To confirm this conclusion, we then 
introduced QC specific marker WOX5::GUS inside and found that expanded 
WOX5 signal could be detected in these fast dividing cells, indicating that they 
truly in possession of QC cell properties (Figure 20E and J).  
Our results verified that the level of auxin signaling truly determinates the status 
of cell division and cell differentiation. Hence, it is conclusive that high auxin 
signaling inside cells make them mitotic inactive, while lower auxin signaling will 
lead to robust cell division and cell differentiation. This finding also implys that 
the elevated auxin signaling in the QC/CEI like cells and altered auxin maximum 
could be the direct reason that leads to the QCI defect in axr3-1.  
 
3.11 Altered Auxin Maximum Mediated by AXR3 Is Sufficient to 
Induce Increased QCI Phenotype 
We next want to figure out that whether stabilized AXR3-1 is sufficient to cause 
an altered auxin maximum, which will result in multiple developmental defects. It 
is also essential to understand whether stabilized AXR3-1can cause altered auxin 
maximum, and whether elevated auxin signaling in the CEI is sufficient to 
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convert them into QC like cells. To achieve this goal, two component heat shock 
inducible transgenic line with auxin signaling marker HS18.2::GAL4VP16 
UAS::AXR3-1 DR5::GFP was generated to trace the dynamic changes after 
globally expressing stabilized AXR3 protein. Lugol staining in the columella root 
cap was used to indicate the development defects after ectopic AXR3-1 
expression. After 30min heat shock treatment at 37℃ and grown for another 2 
days, seedlings reproduced and mimicked axr3-1 phenotype, suggesting that this 
transgenic plant is functional (Figure 21A, B).  
It was found that the transcript of AXR3 increased significantly 4h after heat 
shock (Figure 21C), and the lugol staining pattern, auxin maximum and QCI were 
observed similarly as untreated seedlings. At 24h after heat shock treatment, there 
was an obvious expanded auxin maximum observed (Figure 21D, E), but lugol 
staining pattern and QCI were not much affected as well. As expected, there was 
an abnormal lugol staining pattern with one extra cell layers below QC failed to 
be stained 48h after heat shock treatment. Moreover an increased QCI was 
detected 48h after induction (Figure 21F), indicating that it was the altered auxin 
maximum causes interfered stem cell niche. The sequencing of the events clearly 
showed that abnormal auxin maximum occurs only after 20h after ectopic 
expression of stabilized AXR3, and before defective stem cell niche formation. In 
other words, AXR3 mediated auxin maximum alteration was sufficient to cause 












Figure 21.  Altering auxin maximum is sufficient to induce QCI defects.    
(A, B) HS18.2::GAL4VP16 UAS::AXR3-1 mimics axr3-1 phenotype 48h after heat shock. (C) 
Transcript of AXR3 increased significantly 4 h after induction. (D, E) Auxin maximum 




3.12 Local Auxin Biosynthesis is not Affected in axr3-1 
Generally, there might be two possibilities for the auxin maximum alteration in 
axr3-1; one is abnormal local auxin biosynthesis, the other is defective auxin 
transporting. To test the first possibility, we analyzed the expression level of 
axuin biosynthesis genes in axr3-1 root (Figure 22). Our axr3-1 VS WT 
microarray analysis showed that transcriptional levels for the Trp biosynthetic 
genes ASA1/WEI2, PAT/TRP1, and IGPS were comparable. Genes believed to be 
involved in Trp-dependent IAA biosynthesis, including TSA1, AAO1, CYP79B2, 
CYP79B3, and YUCCA genes also exhibited similar expression level except 
YUCCA4 was down-regulated in axr3-1 compared with that in wild type 
background. Moreover, expression of two genes that involved in indole 
glucosinolate (IG) biosynthesis, SUPERROOT1 and SUPERROOT2 (Ljung et al. 
2005; Brady et al. 2007) was also not much affected in axr3-1. Therefore, we can 
conclude that AXR3 does not regulate auxin biosynthesis directly. These results 
together indicate that altered auxin maximum in axr3-1 might not be attributed to 
















 Figure 22. Expressions of auxin biosynthesis genes were comparable 
between WT and axr3-1. Roots from 4 DAG seedlings were subjected 
for microarray analysis, and auxin biosynthesis genes were selected for 
comparison.   
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3.13 AXR3 Regulates Auxin Maximum through Restricting PIN 
Auxin Efflux Facilitators  
In Arabidopsis root, an auxin gradient with the maximum in the QC is mainly 
built and maintained by PIN auxin efflux facilitator network. Auxin is mainly 
synthesized in shoot and transported to root to exert their various functions. Then, 
we examined whether auxin transport was under the regulation of AXR3. Several 
key auxin efflux carriers protein fusion markers PIN1: GFP, PIN2: GFP, PIN3: 
GFP, PIN4: GFP and PIN7: GFP, as well as auxin influx carrier marker AUX1: 
YFP were incorporated in axr3-1 by crossing. Among these genes examined, 
amount of PIN1, PIN3, PIN4 and PIN7 proteins were greatly reduced in axr3-1, 
especially in the vascular tissue, while amount of PIN2 and AUX1 proteins level 
were not much affected (Figure 23A-L). In addition, PIN3 and PIN7 proteins that 
are required for maintaining a normal auxin maximum in gravity induced 
response were also dramatically decreased in the columella root cap.  Reduced 
level of PIN1/PIN3/PIN4/PIN7 proteins in the vascular and root cap of axr3-1 
might affect auxin transporting from shoot to root and regional auxin circulation 
in the root. This might lead to an altered auxin maximum in the root tip ultimately. 
It is interpretable that not all auxin efflux facilitators are deregulated in axr3-1 as 
AXR3 protein co-localized well with only PIN1/PIN3/PIN4/PIN7 but not PIN2, 
both in the root cap and whole vascular tissue, providing a rational for their 
interaction. Since auxin biosynthesis was not affected by AXR3, elevated auxin 
level in shoot observed in axr3-1 can also be easily explained. Thus, we can 
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conclude that AXR3 regulats auxin homeostasis in the region surrounding QC 
through actions on auxin transport.  
To assess whether AXR3 is able to suppress PINs at transcriptional level; we 
analyzed the transcript of PINs by introducing their promoter fusions PIN1::GUS, 
PIN2::GUS, PIN3::GUS, PIN4::GUS and PIN7::GUS into axr3-1. Consistently, 
expressions of these four key auxin efflux carriers PIN1/PIN3/PIN4/PIN7 were 
also down-regulated in axr3-1(Figure 24A-J), indicating that AXR3 might repress 
the auxin efflux facilitator activity at both transcriptional level and translational 
level. Consistently, expression level of PIN2 was not much affected in axr3-1 
(Figure 24B and J). In fact, this can also be explained as the expression domain of 
AXR3 is highly overlapped with PIN1/PIN3/PIN4/PIN7 in root, but little 
overlapped with PIN2. Co-localization AXR3 with these PIN auxin efflux 
facilitators, especially in the root vascular, provides a hint that AXR3 might affect 
the auxin maximum via directing suppressing auxin transport in the root.  
To distinguish whether AXR3 direct restrict the activities of PIN genes, we made 
use of our established inducible ProAXR3::AXR3-1:GR lines to investigate how 
fast these genes respond to AXR3. ProAXR3::AXR3-1:GR has been fully 
duplicated axr3-1 upon DEX treatment for 2 days (data not shown). With this line, 
we managed to detect a significant down-regulation of PIN1/3/4/7 genes at 6 h 
after DEX treatment, and this last as long as 4 days (96 h) post DEX treatment 
( Figure 25). The fast response suggested that these PIN genes were very likely 











Figure 23.  AXR3 restricting activities of PIN auxin efflux facilitators 
Reduced level of PIN1/PIN3/PIN4/PIN7 proteins in axr3-1 was detected. AUXI and 
PIN2 keep a comparable level in axr3-1 compared with that in wild type.  This result 












Figure 24.  AXR3 suppresses expressions of PIN auxin efflux facilitators 
Reduced level of PIN1/PIN3/PIN4/PIN7 transcripts in axr3-1 was detected. PIN2 is 
comparable in axr3-1 compared with that in wild type.  (A-E) PIN expression patterns 
in WT; (F-J) PIN expression patterns in axr3-1. This result suggests that auxin 







Figure 25.  AXR3 might direct suppress the activities of PIN genes. 
Reduced level of PIN1/PIN3/PIN4/PIN7 transcripts in AXR3::AXR3-1:GR were 
detected from 6 h until 96 h after 5 µM DEX treatment.  
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3.14 Interfering Auxin Maximum and Over-expressing PIN1 in 
axr3-1 Partially Rescues Its QCI Phenotype  
We have shown that altered auxin maximum in the region surrounding QC cells 
was sufficient to reproduce increased QCI phenotype of axr3-1. Next, we want to 
figure out whether QCI could also be affected when the altered auxin maximum 
environment in axr3-1 was broken and disrupted. On one hand, transgenic plants 
WOX5::IAAH that can specifically synthesize IAA at the QC cells when 
supplemented with indole-3-acetamide (IAM), was crossed with axr3-1. Our 
results showed that increasing level of IAA at the QC region could not affect QCI 
in wild type background; however, it could effectively reduce the QCI in axr3-1 
(Figure 25). Generally, this might because different type of auxin transporters 
could always timely balance and re-built a relative auxin maximum whenever 
maximum was affected in wild type background. However, when excessive IAA 
was produced at the QC cells of axr3-1, its original auxin maximum was 
disturbed because of lacking ability to transport extra IAA, resulting in a partially 
rescued QCI.  
On the other hand, considering several PINs are restricted in axr3-1, we also 
dissected whether increased QCI in axr3-1 could be complemented by over 
expressing PINs. 35S::PIN1 and 35S::PIN2 were introgressed into axr3-1 to 
compensate its defective auxin transporting. As expected, 35S::PIN1 and 
35S::PIN2 did not affect QCI, but defective QCI phenotype was significantly 
rescued in axr3-1 35S::PIN1 (Figure 26). Increased QCI was only slightly 
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reduced in axr3-1 35S::PIN2 probably because activity of PIN2 was not much 
affected in axr3-1.  Nevertheless, these results are sufficient to show that altered 
auxin maximum and defective auxin transporting closely correlate to the 
























Figure 26.  Interfering auxin maximum partially restored QCI defects.    
Manipulating auxin maximum by producing extra auxin in the QC or over-expressing 
PIN1 could partially restored QCI defects in axr3-1.  Asterisk indicates significant 
differences by T-test.  
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3.15 Auxin Maximum Fails to Re-build and Maintained in axr3-1 
Proper auxin maximum is a determinative factor for QC and stem cells 
specification. It has been shown that PIN protein facilitated auxin transport can 
re-build a new auxin maximum after QC ablation, providing instructive signals 
for the regeneration. If there is altered auxin maximum or impaired auxin 
transport, QC could not be regenerated after laser ablation (Xu et al. 2006). In our 
scenario, given auxin efflux facilitators were dramatically repressed by AXR3, 
auxin maximum would unable to rebuild within a short period and regeneration 
should be blocked in axr3-1.  
To prove that altered auxin maximum in axr3-1 is caused by restriction of PIN 
proteins, we carried out the QC laser ablation experiment. With the aid of 
confocal microscope, we ablated QC cells in the transgenic lines DR5::GFP and 
axr3-1 DR5::GFP, and followed the dynamics in the next several days. In 
DR5::GFP, QC could be regenerated quickly 4 days after ablation (Figure 27A-
D), while the whole root meristem became totally differentiated in axr3-1 
DR5::GFP (Figure 27 E-H). Moreover, it was obvious that before QC 
regeneration at 4days after ablation (Figure 27D); a new auxim maximum was 
built at 48h to provide positional instruction in wild type background (Figure 
27C). However, a new auxim maximum could not be timely re-built and 
maintained in axr3-1DR5::GFP (Figure 27F), because of defective auxin 
rerouting, which eventually leads to a collapse of whole root meristem (Figure 













Figure 27.  axr3-1 fails to regenerate new QC after laser ablation.  
(A-D) New auxin maximum will be formed at 48h after laser ablation to facilitator QC 
regeration.  (C-G) New auxin maxim failed to form because inefficient auxin transport in 
axr3-1, leading to completely differentiated root. Bracket indicates differentiated root 
after laser ablation.  
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a defective auxin maximum, where DR5::GFP expression spread throughout the 
whole root cap, QC also failed to regenerate (Xu et al. 2006). Together, these 
results provide solid evidences for the concept that decreased ability of auxin re-
routing in the region surrounding QC caused by restriction of PINs leads to 
altered auxin maximum, which further brings on increased QCI in axr3-1.  
 
3.16 Multiple PIN Mutants Mimic Increased QCI Phenotype of 
axr3-1 
If AXR3 regulates auxin maximum through suppressing activities of PIN proteins, 
similar phenotype of increased QCI should also be expected in pin mutants 
background. Therefore, we further sought to investigate the QCI in single and 
multiple pin mutants. pin1-7, eir1-1, pin3-5 and pin7-1 all displayed  comparable 
QCI like wild type (Figure 28F). pin4-3 has a slightly disorganized stem cell 
niche, but the QCI remain unaffected (Figure 27F). In all the double pin mutants 
we observed, pin34 and pin47 showed relative normal QCI phenotype as wild 
type, but pin37 displayed a significant increased QCI (Figure 28B, F). Moreover, 
increased QCI phenotype could be commonly observed in high order pin mutants 
(Figure 28C-F). The QCI on average in pin37, pin237, pin247 and pin347 
increased to 4.47, 4.36, 4.82 and 6.89 respectively. It has been indicated that the 
auxin maximum is altered in multiple pin mutants (Blilou et al. 2005). In the 














Figure 28.  Multiple pin mutants display similar QCI defects as axr3-1  
(A-E) Increased QCI could be observed in multiple pin mutants.  (F) Quantification 
result of QCI in different pin mutant background. (G) Abnormal QCI distribution in 
high order pin mutants.  White arrow indicates increased QCI.  
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 mutants background.  
Indeed, when the distribution of QCI was calculated, QCI that larger than 4 were 
frequently observed in the high order pin mutants (Figure 28G). It seemed like 
that although PIN2 was not regulated by AXR3; it still could contribute to the final 
auxin maximum surrounding the QC region and aggravate QCI phenotype. 
Because there might be difference in the effect on auxin maximum between genes 
known down in axr3-1 and knock out in pin mutants, so the mimicked QCI 
phenotype in multiple pin mutants background was acceptable and reasonable. 
The fact that multiple pin mutants photocopied QCI phenotype of axr3-1 provides 
direct evidences for our hypothesis that AXR3 acts through PINs proteins in 
regulating QCI.   
 
3.17 AXR3 cannot Directly Bind to Promoter of PIN3/PIN7 
Domain III and domain IV in AUX/IAA have been shown involved in 
dimerization and DNA binding (Ouellet et al. 2001). Although domains III/IV of 
Aux/IAA proteins mediated dimerization is well recognized, direct DNA binding 
to their target is still potential. We have shown that AXR3 predominantly 
localized in the nuclear, suggesting a possible role as transcriptional factor. 
Moreover, multiple pin mutants mimicked the phenotype of axr3-1. Then, we 
asked whether AXR3 alone could directly bind to the promoter of PIN auxin 













Figure 29.  AXR3 cannot bind to the promoter of PIN3 and PIN7 in ChIP assay.   
(A) Schematic graph of the promoter of PIN3 and PIN7. Black bars in horizontal 
indicate the region for qRT-PCR in ChIP assay and auxin response elements 
respectively.  Orange bars indicate the AuxRE found in the promoter region. (B) 
35s::axr3-3-myc fails to associate with  any of these fragments of promoter of PIN3 
and PIN7.   
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(ChIP) assays were performed. Since PIN3 and PIN7 are the most suppressed 
genes in axr3-1, we chose these two candidate genes for our ChIP assay. We first 
did promoter analysis and identified several putative TGTCTC-containing auxin-
responsive elements (AuxREs) inside the PIN3 and PIN7 promoter. There is a 
AuxRE located -1.7kb upstream of ATG of PIN7, and six AuxREs located 
between -700 and -1.7kb upstream of ATG of PIN3 respectively.  
The presence AuxREs in the PIN3 and PIN7 promoter implies that AXR3 may 
directly regulate their expression. Hence, 35S:AXR3-3-myc tagging lines were 
generated and applied for ChIP assays. Seven and eleven pairs of the specific 
primers were designed in the promoter of PIN7 and PIN3 respectively (Figure 
29A). Our ChIP enrichment results revealed that AXR3-3-myc could not associate 
with any of these regions in PIN3 and PIN7 (Figure 29B), suggesting that both 
AXR3 could not directly bind to PIN3 and PIN7 promoter in vivo.   
 
3.18 Co-repressor TPR is Required for AXR3 Restriction on PINs  
Failed to detect direct association of AXR3 protein with PIN3 and PIN7 promoter, 
we considered whether AXR3 regulates these PIN genes in the classical way via 
interacting with ARFs and TPL co-repressors.  AUX/IAA proteins are predicted 
to recruit TPL and form complex with specific ARF to regulate expression of 
their target genes. Recent screening work from Davies’s lab showed that AXR3 
can interact with TPR3 in yeast two hybrid assays (Causier et al. 2011). To 
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investigate whether AXR3 can interact with TPL or TPR, we performed yeast two 
hybrid assay. TPL, TPR1, TPR2, TPR3, and TPR4 were fused to the GAL4 AD-
vectors. AXR3 protein was fused to the GAL4 BD-vectors. Different combination 
of AD and BD constructs were co-transformed in the yeast AH109. Our results 
showed that AXR3 can physically and specifically interact with TPL, but not 
TPR1, TPR2, and TPR3 (Figure 30).  
To verify whether the interaction between AXR3 and TPL was required for 
AXR3 regulation on QCI, we carried out PCR directed mutagenesis. To evaluate 
whether the mis-specified QCI in axr3-1 is dependent on action of TPL co-
repressor through the LxLxL motif, we examined the QCI after LxLxL motif 
disruption. Four transgenic lines were compared: 35S::AXR3, 35S::AXR3mII, 
35S::AXR3mImII-1, and 35S::AXR3mImII-2. Cauliflower mosaic virus (CaMV) 
35S promoter driven native AXR3 cDNA 35S::AXR3 and  stabilized AXR3 with 
a mutation in domain II 35S::AXR3mII serve as a native and positive control 
respectively(Figure 30A). To further destroy the LxLxL motif in 35S::AXR3mII, 
the conserved ELCLGLP motif was replaced by VRCLGLP in 35S::AXR3mImII-
1 (Li et al. 2009); whereas In another version 35S::AXR3mImII-2, the ELCLGLP 
motif was replaced by EACAGAP (Li et al. 2011) (Figure 31A). 
Our results revealed that constitutively expression of native version AXR3 protein 
could not trigger abnormal QCI formation (Figure 31B, F). When AXR3 protein 
became stabilized, 35S::AXR3mII showed increased QCI (Figure 31C, F). 
However, when LxLxL motif was disrupted, increased QCI was completely 
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rescued in both 35S::AXR3mImII-1 and 35S::AXR3mImII-2 (Figure 30D-F). This 
result indicated that stabilized AXR3 induced defective QCI phenotype 
dependents on a functional LxLxL motif in its domain I. Since it has implied that 
TPR3 is the candidate cofactor that interacts with AXR3, our further 
investigations will focus on how AXR3 work together with TPR3 to determine 
the QCI through regulation on PINs. Double mutant axr3-1tpl3 is being generated 
to examine whether phenotypes in axr3-1 could be rescued or alleviated. 
Collectively, our results demonstrate that AXR3 cannot direct bind to promoter of 
PINs independently, its regulation on QCI is likely through forming regulatory 
complex with TPL and other ARFs to affect the activity of PIN auxin efflux 
facilitators.  
Given AXR3 works in complex with TPL and ARFs, we should also detect the 
fold enrichment in the ChIP assay. The failure of 35S:AXR3-3-myc associating 
with PIN3 and PIN7 promoters imply that there are might be other 
uncharacterized cofactors also essential for formation or stabilities of the complex.  
We are trying to use chemical treatment to enhance the protein binding, and 
perform the ChIP assay again. Even though, from the motif deletion experiment, 
we can conclude that TPL and unknown ARFs are required for the AXR3 















Figure 30.  AXR3 can physically interact with TPL, but not TPR1, TRP2, TPR3.  












Figure 31.  LxLxL motif is required for AXR3 regulation on QCI.    
(A) Schematic graph mutations generated to disrupt the LxLxL motif inside AXR3. 
(B-E) QCI phenotypes was abolished in 35S::AXR3mImII-1 and  35S::AXR3mImII-2  
when LxLxL motif was destroyed. (F) Quantification result show that LxLxL motif is 
require for the increase QCI regulated by AXR3.   
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3.19 Nuclear Localization is Required For AXR3 Regulation On QCI 
and Determines Root Development.  
We have shown that AXR3 protein could physically interact with TPL, which is 
required for QCI specification. Since AXR3 is predominately expressed in the 
nuclear, this interaction can only occur in the nuclear. Based on this, we 
speculated that the nucleus localization of AXR3 is required for the QCI 
specification. Perturbing the nuclear localization of AXR3 protein could also 
affect the QCI specification.  
To address this question, we purposely disrupted two nuclear localization signals 
(NLS) inside AXR3 by PCR site directed mutagenesis. Schematic graph of 
introduced amino acid substitution in the NLS of PROAXR3::AXR3-1:GFP are 
shown in Figure 32A. Plasmids expressing different modified stabilized 
IAA17/AXR3 protein fused to C terminus of GFP reporter were transformed into 
wild type background plants. For each type of transgenic line, more than 8 
independent lines was isolated and segregated to acquire homozygous with single 
copy insert. Interestingly, we found that PROAXR3::AXR3-1:GFPΔNLS1, where 
NLS located between domain I and domain II was destroyed,  could not mimic 
the phenotypes of  axr3-1 anymore. Compared with PROAXR3::AXR3-1:GFP 
(Figure 31C),  PROAXR3::AXR3-1:GFPΔNLS1 had an alleviated phenotypes, 
such as prolonged root length, partially restored gravitropism response to gravity, 
and mild root hair formation (Figure 32D). PROAXR3::AXR3-1:GFPΔNLS2, 
where NLS located in domain IV was disrupted, showed a fully rescued 
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phenotype, compared with PROAXR3::AXR3-1:GFP seedling grown under the 
same condition (Figure 32E). In another transgenic line PROAXR3::AXR3-
1:GFP ΔNLS1ΔNLS2, where both NLS signals were wrecked, also showed a 
fully rescued phenotype, and grew normally like wild type (Figure 32F).  These 
results indicated that nucleus localization signaling plays an indispensible role in 
AXR3 regulation on root development.  
At the cellular level, AXR3 protein exclusively localized inside nucleus as shown 
in ProAXR3::AXR3-1:GFP (Figure 18A, E and F). AXR3 protein was not only 
retain in the nucleus in ProAXR3::AXR3-1:GFP, but also distributed everywhere 
throughout the whole cells, such as endoplasmic reticulum and plasmas 
membrane (Figure 33B, G and H).  However, there was a different case when 
nucleus localization signal in domain IV was disrupted. GFP signal was 
completely undetectable in both PROAXR3::AXR3-1:GFPΔNLS2  and 
PROAXR3::AXR3-1:GFP ΔNLS1ΔNLS2 (Figure 33C and D). This probably 
because that domain IV was vital for AXR3 protein self-dimerization and 
interaction with other factor, hence, disrupting nucleus localization signal inside 
domain IV might also interfere with protein stability.  Nevertheless, in both cases, 
nucleus localization of AXR3 protein was defective at different degree, with 
partially affected in PROAXR3::AXR3-1:GFPΔNLS1 and total excluded from 
nucleus in both PROAXR3::AXR3-1:GFPΔNLS2 and PROAXR3::AXR3-
1:GFPΔNLS1ΔNLS2. Hence, these excellent materials were used for 
investigating the contribution of nuclear localization of AXR3 protein to the root 
development and QCI.  
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Root meristem size of PROAXR3::AXR3-1:GFPΔNLS1 at 4DAG was 
significantly increased compared with that of PROAXR3::AXR3-1:GFP (Figure 
323I). Moreover, root meristem size of both PROAXR3::AXR3-1:GFPΔNLS2 
and PROAXR3::AXR3-1:GFPΔNLS1ΔNLS2 restored to a comparable level of 
that of wild type (Figure 20I), suggesting that the amount of AXR3 protein in 
nucleus largely determines root development. In the meanwhile, increased QCI in 
PROAXR3::AXR3-1:GFP was also partially rescued in ProAXR3::AXR3-
1:GFPΔNLS1 and returned to wild type level  both in ProAXR3::AXR3-
1:GFPΔNLS2 and ProAXR3::AXR3-1:GFPΔNLS1ΔNLS2 (Figure 33J). Based 
on these results, we concluded that nuclear localization is required for AXR3 




























Figure 32.  Nuclear localization signals are essential for AXR3 function.  
(A) Schematic graph of disruption of nuclear localization signaling by amino acid 
substitution. Red color indicates the mutation site. (B) Disruption of nuclear 
localization signal restores root growth. Images were taken from 4DAG seedings 















Figure 33.  Perturbing nuclear localization signals of AXR3 rescues its QCI 
defects and reduced meristem 
(A) AXR3 protein sticks to the nucleus in PROAXR3::AXR3-1:GFP. (B, E-H) 
AXR3 protein distribute everywhere in PROAXR3::AXR3-1:GFP ΔNLS1. (C,D) 
AXR3 protein becomes undetectable once NLS in domain four is disrupted. (I, J) 
meristem size and QCI were rescued in these lines with dysfunctional NLS. 




3.20 Knocking down Multiple AUX/IAA Genes Displays an 
Opposite QCI Phenotype  
 
An intriguing question for AXR3 regulation on QCI is that its loss of function 
mutants never shows any QCI defects. Since gain of function mutants (slr-1 and 
axr2-1) from the same sub-clade also exhibited similar QCI phenotype (Figure 9), 
we speculated that these four genes, IAA7, IAA14, IAA16 and IAA17 might act 
redundantly in the regulation. By analyzing the sequence of these four genes, we 
found that their sequence shared very high similarity in the 3’ end (Figure 34A). 
Therefore, we utilized estradiol inducible system to generate AUX-RNAi 
transgenic line that specifically knocks down the expression of IAA7, IAA14, 
IAA16 and IAA17 (Figure 34B).  
We expected to observe opposite QCI phenotype and auxin response in this 
transgenic plant. As expected, most the AUX-RNAi lines isolated showed QCI 
defects with a robust QC cell division upon estradiol (Figure 35C). This 
phenotype is completely opposite to what we initially observed increase QCI in 
axr3-1, providing another solid evidence for AXR3 regulation on the QCI 
specification. In contrast to axr3-1 is insensitive to NPA, we also observed that 
AUX-RNAi is hypersensitive to NPA treatment (data not shown).  Additional, this 
robust QC division is similar to that in SCRGVG UAS:AXR3-1 , where auxin 
signaling was repressed in the QC and CEI, suggesting a low auxin signaling in 





 Figure 34. Design of AUX-RNAi to knock down multiple AUX/IAA genes.  
(A)  Sequence analysis of IAA7, IAA14, IAA16 and IAA17 shows a very high 
similarity at the 3’ end. AUX-RNAi was designed to specifically target the conserved 
sequence of these four genes shown between the two black arrows.  
























Figure 35. AUX-RNAi showed QCI defects with robust QC division.  
(A)  Wild type showed a normal QCI with mitotic inactive QC cells. 
(B)  Increased QCI were observed in axr3-1.  
(C) AUX-RNAi always showed very robust QC division as indicated by the arrows. 














3.21 Model for AXR3 Mediated QCI Specification  
Auxin maximum is crucial for root stem cell niche specification. In this study, we 
dissected the role of AXR3 in QCI regulation, and investigated the potential 
underlying mechanism of AXR3 regulation on QCI in a long distance. In wild 
type background, auxin signaling suppressor AXR3 is globally degraded by 26S 
proteasome pathway. PIN auxin efflux facilitators will build a normal auxin 
maximum in root, which can sever as an instructive signal for the stem cell niche 
specification. A functional stem cell niche ensures a balanced cell division and 
cell differentiation in root meristem, which leads to a fasting growing root (Figure 
36A). By contrast, in axr3-1, stabilized AXR3 protein, together with its co-
repressor, constitutively represses activities of target transcriptional factors (ie. 
ARF). The formed regulatory complex might restrict PIN auxin efflux facilitators 
at root cap and TZ at both transcriptional level and translational level, which 
further results in an altered auxin maximum with elevated signaling in CEI.  The 
elevated auxin signaling is sufficient to induce their cell fate change and bring on 
increased QCI in axr3-1(Figure 36B).  
Our finding suggests a new mechanism of stem cell niche specification that acts 
in parallel with key patterning genes, verifying that auxin signaling is a key input 
of determining cell fate. Additionally, AXR3 expresses only in the differentiating 
or differentiated cells but not in the stem cell niche region, indicating a non-cell-
autonomous mode of regulation. This non-cell-autonomous regulation was 
achieved by AXR3’s restriction on PIN auxin efflux facilitators. At the cellular 
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lever, the combined effect of PINs leads to an increased auxin level in CEI and 
CEI daughter cells, which further converts them into cells with QC identity 
(Figure 37A, B). On the contrary, when the all of the four AUX/IAA genes from 
the same sub-clade were knocked down, QC cells displayed constitute cell 
division, which probably because of the inadequate auxin signaling to maintain 
their mitotic inactive status as reflected by similar phenotype in SCRGVG 
UAS::AXR3-1. Together, our results reveal, for the first time, that AXR3 in the 
differentiating or differentiated cells could direct cell specification and division in 





























Figure 36.  A model of AXR3 regulation on QCI in non-cell-autonomous mode 
(A) In WT, auxin signaling suppressor AXR3 is globally degraded.  PIN auxin efflux 
facilitator will build a normal auxin maximum in root, which can sever as an instructive 
signaling for the stem cell niche specification. (B) In axr3-1, stabilized AXR3 protein 
constitutively restricts PIN auxin efflux facilitators, which results in an altered auxin 
maximum, and further mis-specified QCI.  Our results reveal, for the first time, that auxin 
signaling in the differentiating or differentiated cells could direct cell specification and 














Figure 37.  A model of auxin signaling for QCI specification  
(A) In WT, high auxin level in QC cell confers a mitotic inactive status. Relative low 
auxin level in CEI enable it frequently divides and the distal daughter will further divide 
and differentiate into two different cell types. (B)  In axr3-1, CEI and its daughter cells 
gains QC identity because of elevated auxin level. These QC/CEI like cell are also 
mitotic inactive during division, leading to a defective QCI.   (C) In AUX-RNAi and 
SCRGVG UAS::AXR3-1, QC cell were subjected to robust division, likely due to the 





AXR3 DIFFERENTIALLY CONTROLS 
CELL DIFFERENTIATION IN THE 





Cell division and cell differentiation is tightly controlled by combined signaling 
inputs from auxin and cytokinin (Iyer-Pascuzzi and Benfey 2009). Different from 
auxin, the effects of cytokinin are suggested specific to the TZ (Dello Ioio et al. 
2008), where cell differentiation starts. AXR3 regulation on PIN auxin efflux 
facilitators is not sufficient to explain all the developmental defects in cell 
division and cell differentiation observed in axr3-1, such as totally 
undifferentiated root cap and a dramatic reduced meristem size. Leyser had shown 
that exogenous CK treatment can rescue the adventitious root phenotype and 
ectopic expression of SAUR1 in axr3-1, indicating a potential interaction between 
AXR3 and CK signaling (Leyser et al. 1996).  
 
4.1 AXR3 Promotes Cell Differentiation at the Transition Zone  
In the proximal root meristem, cells derived from their initials keep dividing for 
several rounds before entering differentiation, a process marked by rapid cell 
expansion in the longitudinal direction (Figure 38A). The number of cells in the 
epidermis layer of transition zone was used to monitor the rate of cell 
differentiation (Zhang et al. 2010). The smaller the number, the faster cells 
differentiate.  
Our results have shown that AXR3 causes an increased QCI without reducing 
meristem dividing potential. However, we further sought to understand whether 














Figure 38.  AXR3 promotes cell differentiation at TZ    
(A)  Schematic graph of epidermis cell layer, in which cell number at TZ can be used 
as indicator of cell differentiation rate. (B) There is reduced TZ size in axr3-1 
compared with wild type. Asterisk marks the epidermis cell at TZ.  (B) Quantification 
of cell number at TZ shows a significant less cells at TZ in axr3-1.  Asterisk indicates 




meristem size determinacy. A dramatic decreased TZ size was found in axr3-1, 
compared with that in wild type (Figure 38B). Quantification results show that 
epidermis cell number at TZ of axr3-1 was significantly less that of wild type, 
suggesting that AXR3 promotes the cell differentiation in proximal root meristem 
(Figure 38C). Actually, this should be expected because AXR3 expresses only in 
the differentiating and differentiated cells and its amount distributes gradient from 
low level in undifferentiated cells to high level in fully differentiated cells (Figure 
18A-G). Therefore, AXR3, at least at TZ, promotes cell differentiation.  
 
4.2 AXR3 Differentially Regulates Cell Differentiation through 
Modulating Cytokinin Signaling Pathway and Forming a Positive 
Feedback Loop 
Previous results from Sabrina’s group have elaborately shown that cytokinin (CK) 
antagonize auxin specifically at TZ in regulating cell differentiation (Dello Ioio et 
al. 2007; Dello Ioio et al. 2008). In light of this, we further explored the relevance 
of AXR3 to CK signaling pathway. We first investigated phenotypes of seedlings 
that directly grown on MS supplemented with 1uM trans-Zeatin (ZT). Root 
meristem size of wild type at 4DAG was greatly decreased due to CK promotion 
on cell differentiation, reaching to as small as that of axr3-1(Figure 39A, B). 
When epidermis cell number at TZ was quantified, it was found that ZT treatment 
could significantly reduce the cell number, which mimics the phenotype in axr3-
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1(Figure 36E). Intriguingly, axr3-1 was shown resistant to cytokinin treatment 
when grew in present with ZT, in which both meristem size and epidermis cell 
number at TZ was unaffected (Figure 39A, B and E). Clearly, the fact cytokinin 
regulation of cell differentiation could not bypass AXR3 unveiled an important 
hint that it is highly possible that AXR3 controls cell differentiation through acting 
on cytokinin pathway. 
To verify whether AXR3 promote cell differentiation through modulating CK 
signaling, we first introduced marker ARR5::GFP into axr3-1 to quantitatively 
assess CK response. In wild type background, ARR5 expresses highly in the root 
cap region, where CK was predicted to be mainly biosynthesized and no signal 
could be detected in TZ and EZ under this gain setting (Figure 40A). Interestingly, 
a significant elevated ARR5 signal was observed from TZ upwards, but signal at 
the root cap was dramatically reduced (Figure 40C). This phenotype indicated that 
AXR3 promotes CK signaling at TZ while simultaneously repress CK signaling at 
the root cap.  
To gain deeper understanding of the reduced CK sensitivity in axr3-1, we 
monitored ARR5 signaling in response to CK treatment. As expected, CK can 
significantly up-regulate expression of ARR5 in the whole root of wild type 
(Figure 40B). However, expression of ARR5 was only up-regulated in the root cap 
region but not much affected from TZ upwards in axr3-1 (Figure 40D). Based on 
this, we could conclude that decreased epidermis cell number in axr3-1 results 
from higher CK signaling in the TZ and EZ, which lead a faster cell 
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differentiation. Another issue to mention here is that AXR3 differentially 
regulates CK signaling in root cap and TZ. On one hand, AXR3 promote CK 
signaling and cell differentiation at TZ; on the other hand, AXR3 suppress CK 
signaling in the root cap to inhibit cell differentiation.  This observation correlated 
well with the distinct phenotypes between root cap and TZ in axr3-1 we 
mentioned before, in which meristem size was quickly consumed while cell 
differentiation in the root cap was inhibited as indicated by lugol staining.  
We then tested whether cytokinin could in turn regulate activity of AXR3 in 
controlling cell differentiation. Hence, we examined the expression of AXR3 to 
exogenous cytokinin treatment using maker line AXR3::erYFP. Expression of 
AXR3 could be immediately activated by cytokinin both at the root cap and TZ 
(Figure 41A-D), suggesting that AXR3 also acts downstream of cytokinin pathway. 
Consequently, CK and AXR3 could form a forward feedback loop in regulating 




















Figure 39.  AXR3 promotes cell differentiation at TZ involves in CK signaling 
Root meristem size reduced to as small as that of axr3-1 if wild type seedlings are 
grown on 1uM ZT (A, B). axr3-1 is resistant to CK mediated cell differentiation at 
TZ (C, D). Epidermis cell number at TZ in axr3-1 is resistant to CK (E). Asterisk 
















Figure 40.  Altered CK signaling in axr3-1 
In axr3-1, expression of ARR5::GFP is down regulated in the root cap but 
dramatically unregulated from the TZ upwards (A, C). CK can globally activate 












Figure 41.  CK activates the expression of AXR3 
AXR3 could be remarkably up-regulated 8h after CK treatment both in the root cap 
and TZ.   
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4.3 AXR3 Differentially Regulates CK Biosynthesis. 
Definitely, AXR3 has completely opposite effect on CK signaling in the root cap 
and TZ, and differentially responses to exogenous CK treatment.  It was a 
complicate case to fully understand this regional regulation as there might 
numerous factors involves in such a process. However, our preliminary results on 
AXR3 regulation on CK biosynthesis may provide clues for this paradox. We 
found very interesting that AXR3 has regional effect on regulating genes for CK 
biosynthesis (Figure 42). In the root cap, AXR3 suppresses CK biosynthesis 
through inhibiting expression of IPT5. Conversely, AXR3 promotes CK 
biosynthesis in the meristem and TZ through activating IPT4 and IPT7. So far, it 
is unclear what makes AXR3 differentially regulates members from the same 
family, we will continue our investigations to discover the mystery behind in the 
future.  
 
4.4 Lowering CK Level and Signaling in axr3-1 Partially Rescues 
Root Cell Differentiation Defects at TZ 
Provided CK level and signaling have been elevated in the TZ and EZ, faster cell 
differentiation at TZ might be the direct cause of reduced meristem size in axr3-1. 
We went on to investigate whether lowering the CK level and signaling in axr3-1 
could attenuate cell differentiation rate. Since there is no suitable and specific 
inhibitor for CK signaling pathway, we introduced 35S::CKX1 to globally break 
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down CK level and signaling in axr3-1 in vivo. As seen from Figure 40, axr3-1 
35S::CKX1 has a much longer root length at 7DAG, almost restored to the level 
of wild type (Figure 43A-C). Root meristem size and cell number at TZ was 
accordingly increased to a comparable level of wild type in axr3-1 35S::CKX1 
(Figure 43D, E), compared with that of axr3-1. However, cell differentiation 
defects at root cap were not rescued in axr3-1 35S::CKX1. The fact that lowering 
CK level and signaling in axr3-1 restored root meristem size confirmed that faster 














Figure 42.  AXR3 differentially regulates the expression of CK biosynthesis genes 
In axr3-1, expression of IPT5 is repressed (A, D), while expression of ITP4 and IPT7 are 








Figure 43.  Lowering CK level rescues axr3-1 phenotype. 
Root growth, meristem size and cell number at TZ are rescued when the CK level in 
axr3-1 is lowered down by crossing with 35S::CKX1.  Asterisk indicates significant 






4.5 AXR3 Regulation on QCI and Cell Differentiation at TZ Is 
Uncoupled  
Although root meristem size and cell differentiation defects at TZ in axr3-1 
35S::CKX1 were rescued, the QCI defect was not restored (Figure 44A and E). 
Consistently, in another quadruple mutants axr3-1 ipt357, where cell 
differentiation rate at TZ was also decreased because of deficient CK biosynthesis, 
an increased meristem size and root growth was also observed. However, axr3-1 
ipt357 exhibited similar QCI defects as axr3-1 (Figure 44B and E). Moreover, in 
axr3-3 arr1-3 and axr3-3 arr12-1 background, in which cytokinin response was 
attenuated, an increased QCI was still detected (Figure 44C, D and E). In all the 
lines mentioned above, they all displayed defective lugol staining pattern.  
Together, these results suggest that AXR3 regulation on QCI, cell differentiation 
rate at TZ and root cap is uncoupled. Specifically, AXR3 promotes cell 
differentiation at the TZ mainly through enhancing local CK biosynthesis but 
inhibiting auxin signaling; while AXR3 may inhibit cell differentiation at root cap 
through suppressing local CK biosynthesis and auxin signaling. By contrast, 
AXR3 regulates QCI through restricting PIN auxin efflux facilitator to re-pattern 














Figure 44. AXR3 regulation in QCI and cell differentiation at TZ is uncoupled. 
Compared with axr3-1, QCI defects cannot be rescued in axr3-1 35S::CKX1 and 
axr3-1 ipt357, in which cell differentiation at TZ is partially rescued. White arrow 




4.6 Ectopically Expressing Stabilized AXR3 Affects the Balance of 
Auxin and CK Signaling  
AXR3 on one hand is a suppressor of auxin signaling, on the other hand, acts as 
activator and suppressor of CK signaling at TZ and root cap respectively. We 
believe ectopic expression of stabilized AXR3 protein provide us a novel 
perspective on our understanding of AXR3 action.  Here, the ectopic inducible 
transgenic line SCR::GVG UAXR::AXR3-1 bestows an ideal system to study the 
concerted action and balance of auxin and cytokinin signaling mediated by AXR3 
in regulating cell division and differentiation. Incorporating DR5::nls YFP into 
SCR::GVG UAXR::AXR3-1 enable us to monitor and analyzed the auxin signaling 
dynamics during robust QC division. As expected, when we suppressor of auxin 
signaling by the expression of stabilized AXR3, QC became active and undergo 
rubost cell division. In the meanwhile, decreased activities of DR5 were also 
detected. Decreased DR5 activity was distinct 48h after DEX treatment, and 
totally abolished at 120 h (Figure 45A-D). Given a high auxin signaling is 
required for the QC specification maintenance; impaired auxin signaling in the 
QC caused by AXR3-1 would enable these QC cell become mitotic active and 
gradually lose their identities, which further results in whole root being 
completely differentiated (Figure 45D).  
Since CK signaling plays antagonistic role with auxin signaling in various 
developmental processes, especially in regulating cell division and cell 
differentiation. For example, an interactive but mutually inhibitory feedback loop 
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between auxin signaling and transport and cytokinin signaling defines the 
vascular tissue differentiation in Arabidopsis root has been elucidated (Bishopp et 
al. 2011). To understand their interaction, we co-treated SCR::GVG 
UAXR::AXR3-1 with 1uM CK and 5uM DEX and followed up the dynamics. 
Intriguingly, the robust QC cell divisions were inhibited and maintained a stable 
status, and the seedling displayed CK treatment phenotype (Figure 45I-L). In 
contrast other phytohormones treatment, like IAA, ABA and GA could not inhibit 
and reverse the robust QC division and root differentiation phenotype (data not 
shown). 
In fact, CK alone has no effect on the QC specification, root stem cell niche 
maintenance, and cell differentiation in the root cap (data not shown). However, 
CK treatment of SCR::GVG UAXR::AXR3-1 could overwrite the phenotype of 
colapsed root structure suggested that CK signaling is not only required for 
promoting cell differentiation at TZ but also for inhibiting QC cell division when 
they become mitotic active. Unfortunately, we are not clear the how CK signaling 
was affected in the QC cells. Regardless of that, our results unveiled the concerted 
action of auxin and CK in suppressing QC cell division and differentiation. In the 
future, we will further use this inducible system to study the balanced cross-talk 
between cytokinin and auxin signaling mediated by AXR3 in cell division and cell 
differentiation.  
Despite many questions need to be answered, we can understand that AXR3 
actually serves as knot of cytokinin signaling and auxin signaling pathway. In the 
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root cap, AXR3 suppresses auxin signaling as well as CK signaling to prevent cell 
differentiation.  On the contrary, AXR3 suppresses auxin signaling but activates 
CK signaling at TZ to promote cell differentiation. At the same time, both auxin 


























Figure 45.  Ectopic expression of stabilized AXR3 affects the balance of auxin and 
CK signaling  
(A-L) Time course images of SCRGVG UAS::AXR3-1after 5uM DEX treatment. (A-D) 
Dynamics of DR5::nlsYFP signal. (E-H) Ectopic expression of stabilized AXR3 leads to 
QC division and finally collapsed root.  (I-L) CK treatment counteracts the QC division 

















5.1 AXR3 Affects the QCI Specification Though Restricting Auxin 
Transport   
The primary objective of this study was to characterize the function of AXR3 in 
controlling cell division and cell differentiation in the Arabidopsis root. AXR3 was 
named after its resistance to auxin response. axr3-1 has a reduced meristem and 
undifferentiated root cap, indicating an important role of AXR3 in controlling cell 
division and cell differentiation. Dedicated to investigate the biological function 
of AXR3, this study summarizes our findings of AXR3 regulations on cell division 
and cell differentiation in response to auxin and CK signaling. 
Firstly, we showed that axr3-1 has increased number of QC+CEI+CEI daughter 
cells (QCI) compared with wild type. This phenotype was correlated with the 
stability of AXR3 protein, as we proved that similar QCI defects in plants could 
be observed only when the AXR3 protein became un-degradable. No QCI related 
defects were detected in the loss-of-function mutants of AXR3, implying that other 
members from AUX/IAA gene family might act redundantly in regulating QCI 
specification. Indeed, we did observe similar QCI defects in gain of function 
mutants of two other closest homolog of AXR3, slr and axr2-1. In order to check 
the redundancy of this clade of AUX/IAA genes, high order multiple loss-of-
function mutants will be generated, either by crossing or siRNA that target the 
conserved sequence of IAA7, IAA14, IAA16 and IAA17, and examined their 
phenotypes of QCI in the near future.  
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With the help of specific marker lines, we managed to show that these increased 
CEI and QC/CEI like cells in axr3-1 process of cell identify of both QC and CEI. 
The columella root cap markers were also affected, confirming that AXR3 truly 
regulates the cell fate of QC and CEI. However, it was found that these extra CEI 
and CEI cells were mitotic inactive and lost their fasting dividing ability, 
indicating that AXR3 plays a crucial role in regulating the cell division and 
differentiation of CEI and QC/CEI in long distance. Certainly, these extra CEI 
and QC/CEI like cells are different from the real CEI cells; and we are going to 
conduct a Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) dependent microarray of 
isolated CEI cells to distinguish their expression profile and scrutinize what 
makes them obtain the QC identify.  
Generally, root stem cell niche are tightly regulated by a set of pattering genes, 
including PLT1, PLT2, SHR, SCR, RBR, and WOX5.  Our genetics results showed 
that AXR3 actually acts in parallel with these patterning genes in that additive 
effects were observed in combined mutants as their whole root became collapsed. 
Moreover, expression level of these patterning genes was not much affected. 
Despite of this, the maintenance of QCI still depends on activity of WOX5, which, 
from another angle, verifying the results that extra CEI and CEI like cells already 
in procession of QC cells.   
Intriguingly, expression of AXR3 and its protein could only be detected in 
differentiating cells or differentiated cell of both the root cap and TZ upwards. 
Since AXR3 protein is unable to move or being transported, hence there must be 
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other moveable molecular being affected and acted in the long distance in 
regulating QCI. The most possible and important molecular for root stem cell 
niche that has been proven time over time is auxin.  Authentically, auxin 
maximum was altered in axr3-1 both in the root and shoot, and ectopic high auxin 
signaling in extra CEI and CEI-like cells. Given that the level of auxin signaling 
is vital for cells identify and inhibiting cell division, it could be the cause of mis-
formed QCI in axr3-1.  It was found the AXR3 does not affect auxin biosynthesis 
but auxin transport. Several auxin efflux facilitators were severely restricted at 
transcriptional level. This observation adequately explains the plausible auxin 
phenotypes in axr3-1 as previously described in plants.  
The laser ablation experiment demonstrates that altered auxin maximum in axr3-1 
brought by down-regulation of PINs undoubtedly affected the function and 
maintenance of QC and CEI. Moreover, when the auxin maximum was 
manipulated, the QCI in axr3-1 changes accordingly, confirming that the auxin 
maximum has direct effects on the QCI. Using HS::GAL4GUS, UAS::AXR3-1, we 
also managed to show the sequential events where stem cell defects only occured 
after altered auxin maximum. Collectively, our results show the correlation 
between QCI and auxin maximum, and demonstrate the involvement of AXR3 in 
the QC and CEI division and differentiation for the first time. Moreover, QCI 
defects were also found in high order pin mutants, substantiating that inefficient 
auxin transport could lead to defective QCI phenotype.  
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It has been shown that in vitro application of synthetic 14–amino acid CLE 
peptides cause a consumption of the root meristem (Fiers et al. 2005).  CLE 
peptides treatment resulted in to a premature differentiation of the ground tissue 
daughter cells and misspecification of cell identity without directly interfering 
with the QC function or auxin maximum in roots. Clearly, we can tell that 
stabilized AXR3 affects the stem cell niche in a total different way because QC 
function and auxin maximum is obviously affected in axr3-1, indicating 
regulation by auxin.   
 
5.2 AXR3 Might Form Complex with TPL and ARF to Regulate Cell 
Division and Cell Differentiation.   
One possibility for AXR3 restricting PIN auxin efflux facilitator is that AXR3 
alone directly binds to the promoter of PIN genes and regulate their expression. 
Indeed, we did found several AuxRE inside the promoter of PIN3 and PIN7; 
however, AXR3 failed to associate with any of these putative binding motifs in 
the ChIP assay. Hence it is highly possible that AXR3 protein forms complex 
with co-repressor TPL and ARF to regulate PIN auxin efflux facilitators. To test 
this hypothesis, we first used yeast two hybrid assay to prove that AXR3 can 
physically interact with TPL co-repressor in yeast. Interaction between AUX/IAA 
proteins and TPL/TPR require the LxLxL motif located in the domain I of 
AUX/IAA protein. When this motif was disrupted, stabilized AXR3 failed to 
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induce QCI phenotype, suggesting that TPL is required as a co-repressor to work 
together with AXR3 in QCI regulation.  
To verify which member from ARF gene family interact with AXR3 during QCI 
specification, we checked several arf mutants, including ett/arf3, nph4/arf7, arf10 
arf16, and arf7arf19. Among them, only arf10 arf16 showed a defective stem cell 
niche with enlarged QC and undifferentiated root cap. Therefore, the defective 
root cap development in arf10 arf16 plants could be related to the suppressed 
activity of ARF10 and ARF16 by AXR3 at the protein level. Indeed, we did 
detect the physical interaction between AXR3 and ARF10 using yeast two hybrid 
assay. This possible protein-protein interaction still awaits further investigation.  
Another ARF candidate is ARF5/ MONOPTEROS. MP has an early function in 
the establishment of vascular and body patterns in embryonic and post-embryonic 
development (Hardtke and Berleth 1998). mp mutants fail to form root meristem 
and normal cotyledons. Direct interaction between TPL and MP, which is 
regulated by IAA12/BDL, results in a loss of function arf5/mp phenotype 
(Szemenyei et al. 2008). MP expression can be activated by auxin exposure and 
that PIN1 as well as DR5::GUS expression is defective in mp mutant (Wenzel et 
al. 2007), indicating that MP is required for the PIN1 expression. However, loss 
of PIN1 function alone does not have a striking effect on auxin distribution or 
embryo development, because it is compensated for by the up-regulation of other 
PIN genes, namely PIN3, PIN4, and PIN7 (Friml et al. 2003; Blilou et al. 2005). 
Therefore it appears likely that the MP also affects other PIN genes involved in 
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auxin localization other than PIN1 (Breuninger et al. 2008). Recent studies 
suggest that MP could negatively regulate ARR7 and ARR15 expression by 
binding to their promoters in the shoot apical meristem (SAM) specification 
(Zhao et al. 2010). Due to the opposite effect on hormonal control of the shoot 
and root stem cell system; we detected a significantly down-regulated expression 
of ARR7 and ARR15 in the root of axr3-1, suggesting a potential repression of 
AXR3 on MP. Consistently, an early study by Ouellet observed physical 
interaction between AXR3 and MP and IAA1 in yeast system (Ouellet et al. 2001). 
Furthermore, there is large overlapping between the expression domain of AXR3 
and MP, ARF10, and ARF16. Taken all into consideration, we can speculate that 
AXR3 might recruit TPL to repress the activity of MP, ARF10 or ARF16 in 
regulating cell division and differentiation.  
 
5.4 AXR3 Distinctly Regulates Cell Differentiation at Root Cap and 
TZ through CK Signaling Pathway.   
Cell division and cell differentiation is a concerted process precisely regulated by 
auxin and CK signaling. We realized that the AXR3 regulation on auxin transport 
is not adequate to explain all the severe phenotypes observed in axr3-1. In the 
meanwhile, we also showed that axr3-1 exhibited abnormal response to 
exogenous CK treatment. In this study, we found that AXR3 promotes cell 
differentiation at the TZ in that a smaller TZ size was observed in axr3-1, 
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indicating a faster cell differentiation. While in the root cap, it seems that AXR3 
inhibiting cell differentiation as the whole columella root cap failed to 
differentiate in axr3-1 after division. It is intriguing that axr3-1 exhibited 
complete opposite phenotype in cell differentiation between root cap and TZ. It 
was also implied that CK treatment could result in similar cell differentiation like 
that axr3-1 in the TZ, indicating that AXR3 might promote cell differentiation 
through enhancing the CK signaling at TZ. Consistently, CK signaling indicated 
by ARR5::GFP showed a dramatic elevated CK signaling at TZ, and decreased 
CK signaling in the columella root cap.  
However, differ from regulating auxin transport; it seems that AXR3 regionally 
controls the biosynthesis of CK. Expression of IPT5 in the root cap was 
completely abolished in axr3-1, while expression of several other CK 
biosynthesis genes, i.e., IPT4 and IPT7, at TZ was up-regulated. This is consistent 
with what we observed opposite cell differentiation phenotype in different types 
of tissue of axr3-1. Furthermore, when CK was globally broken down using 
35S::CKX1, a rescued cell differentiation rate and meristem size was observed in 
axr3-135S::CKX1, while the undifferentiated root cap and increased QCI 
phenotype could not be rescued. This tissue specific regulation by one gene could 
due to (I) AXR3 might interact with different ARF factors at different tissue, 
which further activate of repress different response genes; (II) other important key 
regulator expresses specifically in the columella root cap or TZ.  We believe that 
exploring the mechanism of such tissue specific regulation will open a new 
avenue for our understanding on how different tissues in plant are specified and 
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maintained. Conversely, CK can also activate the expression of AXR3 in both 
root cap region and TZ, forming a forward feedback loop in regulating cell 
differentiation.   
 
5.5 AXR3 Differentially Coordinates Actions of Auxin and CK 
Signaling in the Root Cap and TZ in Controlling Cell Division and 
Cell Differentiation.   
Auxin and CK input determines the balance of cell division and cell 
differentiation. We have shown that AXR3 could regulate auxin transport and CK 
biosynthesis. In the root cap region, AXR3 directly represses auxin signaling and 
restrict activities of PIN3 and PIN7, leading to a lower auxin signaling at the root 
cap. Simultaneously, AXR3 represses CK biosynthesis through inhibiting activity 
of IPT5, resulting in a lower CK signaling in the root cap.  As such, AXR3 brings 
an attenuated auxin and CK signaling at the root cap, thus, prohibits cell 
differentiation in the root cap. By contrast, AXR3 suppresses auxin signaling but 
promote CK signaling at the TZ. The elevated CK signaling plays vital role in 
accelerating cell differentiation rate, which leads to a reduced cell number at TZ 
and smaller meristem size. Moreover, auxin transport in these differentiated or 
differentiating tissues could regulates auxin maximum a long distance to specify 
the stem cell niche.  At the same time, both auxin and CK signaling can feedback 
to the activity of AXR3. CK increases the activity of AXR3 by promoting its 
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expression, while auxin reduces AXR3 amount by facilitating its degradation. 
Taken all into consideration, we can conclude that AXR3 determines the cell 
division and cell differentiation through coordinating CK and auxin signaling in 
different tissues. 
 
5.6 Future Directions and Perspectives   
Due to the restrict of time and resources, the link between AUX/IAA and balance 
of cell division and cell differentiation via auxin and CK signaling is not fully 
illustrated and understood yet. In the first part, we described that AXR3 regulates 
QCI probably by affecting cell division of QC/CEI like cells. In this process, the 
auxin maximum mediated by PINs plays vital roles. Since AXR3 fails to bind to 
the promoter of PINs independently, it remains appealing to uncover its 
interaction partner or downstream targets. To achieve this, we are generating 
AXR3 interactome using yeast two hybrid screening approach. We have 
indentified various transcriptional factors can interact with AXR3 in the yeast 
system (Table 1). Interestingly, when analyzing these candidates in the published 
database, we found that many are also downstream targets of SHR and SCR, 
confirming a link between AXR3 and QC/CEI divisions. Given axr3-1, axr2-1 
and slr exhibit similar QCI phenotype, we performed microarray analysis and 
analyzed genes that are co-regulated in these three mutants background. 
Combining the AXR3 interactome and microarray result, we could pinpoint the 
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candidate genes that are crucial for PIN regulation and QCI specification. For the 
candidate genes, their mutants will be analyzed and QCI and PIN expression level 
will be carefully examined. Double or multiple mutants will also be generated to 
analyze their genetic relationship with AXR3 and PIN. So far, no direct evidence 
has been found on how expression of PIN was regulated, therefore, this finding 
will definitely enhance our understanding on auxin signaling regulation.    
TPL are required for AXR3 mediating regulation on the expression of PIN auxin 
efflux facilitators. We have shown that TPL can interact with AXR3 in yeast 
system. Further confirmation experiments will be performed, such as BiFC, in 
vitro pull-down and co-IP assay. We will also test whether the mutated AXR3 
protein without LxLxL motif abolished ability to interact with TPL and candidate 
ARF. After that, QCI phenotype and expression of PIN will be examined in the 
loss of function mutants of tpl and tpr. In addition, axr3-1 will crossed with tpl 
and tpr mutants. The stabilized AXR3-1 protein fails to restrict PIN expression 
and cause QCI defect will be expected in a tpl mutant background. ARF5, ARF10, 
and ARF16 could be the direct targets of AXR3 due to the similarities in their 
mutants and expression domain and the physical interaction in vitro. We will test 
whether ARF5, ARF10 or ARF16 can bind to the promoter of PIN efflux 
facilitator to restrict their expression. Still, interactions between AXR3 and ARF 
will be verified in the presence or absence of TPL both in vitro and in vivo. In 
addition, it is highly possible that AXR3 interacts with ARF5 to promote CK 
signaling and cell differentiation in the TZ, while AXR3 interacts with ARF10 




It will also be of great importance to clarify the function of AXR3 and other 
AUX/IAA genes in the regulation of QCI using loss of function mutants. We have 
successfully showed that AUX-RNAi with knocking down four AUX/IAA 
candidates shows obvious QCI and other defects. Therefore, it is reasonable to 
predict that high order AUX/IAA mutants will show dramatic developmental 
phenotype that corresponding to their biological functions. Analyzing the auxin 
maximum, PIN dynamics as well as the stem cell niche activities certainly will 
gain more insights on how these AUX/IAA genes contribute to the plant 
development, and uncover the myths of many unclear questions in this field. We 
also anticipated a boosting such studies in the future.  
It seems that AXR3 regulates cell differentiation through its regional effects on 
CK signaling. Although several lines of evidence shows AXR3 has regional 
regulation on CK biosynthesis, so far, we are still unclear the mechanism of how 
AXR3 differentially regulated this process. In the future, we will ectopically 
express stabilized AXR3 in different regions using two components tissue specific 
driver lines to examine how auxin and CK signaling as well as cell differentiation 
is affected. For example, ADF5::GVG UAS::AXR3-1 and CS9095 UAS::AXR3-1 
can be used to specifically express AXR3-1 in the root cap and transition zone 
upwards respectively. By analyzing their phenotype in the cell differentiation, at 
least we can uncouple the function of AXR3 in the root cap and transition zone. In 
the meanwhile, due to the totally opposite phenotype of AXR3 in the root cap and 
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transition zone, we are trying to generate different versions of AXR3::AXR3-
1::GFP protein fusions that may show expression only in root cap or transition 
zone to uncouple it function in controlling auxin or CK signaling distinctively.   
Our results on CK can rescue the phenotype of SCR::GVG UAS::AXR3-1 
suggested that CK signaling is also crucial for maintaining QC mitotic inactive 
and undifferentiated. Indeed, we also observed a higher frequency of QC division 
in the 35S::CKX1, where cytokinin level was globally reduced, suggesting that a 
high CK signaling in the QC is also required. Consistently, we observed a much 
reduced CK signaling in the stem cell niche and root cap region in axr3-1. In the 
future, we will continue to study the auxin and CK interaction in cell division and 
cell differentiation. CK level will be manipulated by specifically expressing IPT5 
or CKX1 in the QC using the WOX5::GVG inducible driver line. Similarly, auxin 
level will also be manipulated by specifically expressing IAAH (encode enzyme 
for auxin biosynthesis) or IAAL (encode enzyme for auxin conjugation) in the QC. 
By combining these two systems, we can study the cell division and cell 
differentiation in the QC in the context of different level of auxin signaling and 
CK signaling. This will be an ideal system to add value on the balance of auxin 
and CK signaling on cell division and cell differentiation. In the meanwhile, we 
are collaborating with Sabrina’s lab on understanding how AXR3 regulates CK 






Table 1 Interactome of AXR3 generated by yeast-two hybrid 
screening  
Gene ID Gene name Function description 
AT1G52300 RPL37B 60S ribosomal protein L37 
AT3G26220 CYP71B3 electron carrier/ heme binding / iron  ion binding  
AT3G54890 LHCA1 chlorophyll binding  
AT5G45900 APG7 Component of autophagy conjugation pathway.  
AT4G00110 GAE3 UDP-glucuronate 4-epimerase/ catalytic  
AT3G22120 CWLP cell wall like protein  
AT3G22142 
 
structural constituent of cell wall  
AT2G05220 RPS17B 40S ribosomal protein S17  
AT4G26080  ABI1 ABA insenstive 1 
AT2G38310 PYL4, RCAR10 
PYR/PYL/RCAR family proteins function as abscisic acid 
sensors.  
AT1G21310 EXT3  structural constituent of cell wall  
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Gene ID Gene name Function description 
AT1G60950 ATFD2 | FED A 2 iron, 2 sulfur cluster binding 
AT4G33865 RPS29C 40S ribosomal protein S29  
AT5G57760 
 
unknown protein  
AT5G54940 SUI1 eukaryotic translation initiation factor SUI1 
AT4G37040 MAP1D  aminopeptidase/ metalloexopeptidase  
AT3G29575 AFP3 AFP3 (ABI FIVE BINDING PROTEIN 3) 
AT3G48070 
 
protein binding / zinc ion binding  
AT1G70850 MLP34 MLP34 (MLP-LIKE PROTEIN 34) 
AT1G75350 emb2184  structural constituent of ribosome  
AT2G05520 GRP-3 GRP-3 | GRP-3 (GLYCINE-RICH PROTEIN 3) 
AT3G12710 
 
methyladenine glycosylase family protein  
AT1G76370 
 
protein kinase, putative 
AT4G34450 
 
coatomer gamma-2 subunit 
AT5G15970 KIN2 KIN2, COR6.6 | KIN2  
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Gene ID Gene name Function description 
AT3G48690 CXE12 carboxylesterase  
AT1G26630 FBR12   translation initiation factor  
AT1G77940 RPL30B 60S ribosomal protein L30  
AT5G19510 eEF1Balpha2 elongation factor 1B alpha-subunit 2 (eEF1Balpha2)  
AT2G20820 
 
unknown protein  
AT2G43560 
 




aspartic-type endopeptidase  
AT1G70800 
 
C2 domain-containing protein  




AT4G20360 RABE1B  GTPase/ translationelongation factor  
AT3G26070 
 
 plastid-lipid associated protein PAP  
AT3G21055 PSBTN  PSBTN (photosystem II subunit T)  
AT2G35635 UBQ7, RUB2  UBQ7; protein binding  
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Gene ID Gene name Function description 
AT4G20020 
 
unknown protein  
AT1G16000 
 








far-red impaired responsive family protein  
AT3G07510 
 
unknown protein  
AT1G19570 DHAR1 dehydroascorbate reductase 
AT5G14565 MIR398C MIR398C; miRNA  
AT5G14570 NRT Arabidopsis thaliana high affinity 
AT3G13520 AGP12 AGP12 (ARABINOGALACTAN PROTEIN 12) 
AT1G23130 
 
allergen family protein  
AT2G44620 MTACP1 MITOCHONDRIAL ACYL CARRIER PROTEIN 1 
AT5G22270 
 










AT4G05320 UBQ10 POLYUBIQUITIN 10 
AT1G31340  RUB1  RELATED TO UBIQUITIN 1 
AT3G11520  
 
cyclin 2b protein 
  
ribosomal protein L2 
AT4G34620 SSR16 SMALL SUBUNIT RIBOSOMAL PROTEIN 16 
AT4G21960 PRXR1 electron carrier/ heme binding /peroxidase 
AT4G29735 
 
unknown protein  
AT3G44310 NITI indole-3-acetonitrile nitrilase 
AT3G11780 
 
 ML domain-containing protein  
AT1G74100 SOT16 desulfoglucosinolate sulfotransferase/ sulfotransferase 
AT1G20340 DRT112 copper ion binding / electron carrier  
AT5G17870 PSRP6 plastid specific 50S ribosomal protein 6 
AT5G03240 UBQ3 POLYUBIQUITIN 3 protein binding  
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Gene ID Gene name Function description 
AT4G01850 MAT2 | SAM-2 methionine adenosyltransferase  
AT3G61440 CYSC1 cysteine synthase C1  
AT3G16470 JR1 Mannose-binding lectin superfamily protein  
AT2G44820 
 
unknown protein  
AT2G24270 ALDH11A3 aldehyde dehydrogenase 11A3  
AT2G02100 LCR69, PDF2.2 low-molecular-weight cysteine-rich 69  
AT1G54580 ACP2  acyl carrier protein 2 
AT5G13980 
 
Glycosyl hydrolase family 38 protein  
AT1G20160 ATSBT5 Subtilisin-like serine endopeptidase family protein  
AT2G47380 
 
Cytochrome c oxidase subunit Vc family protein  
AT5G54980 UPF0497 Uncharacterised protein family  
AT1G68560 XYL1, TRG1  alpha-xylosidase 1 
AT5G19120 
 
Eukaryotic aspartyl protease family protein  
AT5G10625 
 
Arabidopsis thaliana unknown protein  
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Gene ID Gene name Function description 
AT3G03560 
 
unknown protein  
AT3G07060 
 
NHL domain-containing protein  
AT2G35120 
 
Single hybrid motif superfamily protein  
AT2G43460 
 
Ribosomal L38e protein family  
AT1G49410 TOM6 translocase of the outer mitochondrial membrane 6 
AT5G14370 
 
CCT motif family protein  
AT4G26530 
 
Aldolase superfamily protein  
AT2G01540 
 
Calcium-dependent lipid-binding (CaLB domain) family 
AT4G13940 HOG1, SAHH1  S-adenosyl-L-homocysteine hydrolase  
AT1G29071 SNOR105 SMALL NUCLEAR RNA 105 
AT4G29410 
 
Ribosomal L28e protein family  
AT1G70600 
 
Ribosomal protein L18e/L15 superfamily protein  
AT4G11150 TUF , VHA-E1  vacuolar ATP synthase subunit E1 
AT5G67360 ARA12 Subtilase family protein  
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Gene ID Gene name Function description 
AT5G67500 VDAC2 voltage dependent anion channel 2 
AT1G42970 GAPB glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase B subunit 














Table 2 Primers for ChIP assay 
Primers pairs used for ChIP assays (Sequence 5’→3’) 
 PIN3CHIP PF1 CATGTTTGGACTTATTCGAGGA 
PIN3CHIP PR1 TTCCCGATATGGGCATTACT 
PIN3CHIP PF2 TTGAGTGTTGCCTACTTCACG 
PIN3CHIP PR2 AGACAAGATGGGCTGGAGAC 
PIN3CHIP PF3 CTTGGGTGGTCACGTATTTG 
PIN3CHIP PR3 GGTGTCGGAGGAAGAAGAAG 
PIN3CHIP PF4 CGCTAGCCTCCAACCACTA 
PIN3CHIP PR4 CGTTAAGCTTCTGTCTAATTCCC 
PIN3CHIP PF5 TGTATATGTGGACTCGTCTC 
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PIN3CHIP PR5 CAGGGACCTGATTCATGGTT 
PIN3CHIP PF6 ATGCATTGTGTTACCGTTAC 
PIN3CHIP PR6 CGTACACGACTGAATCATCT 
PIN3CHIP PF7 CTGTCATTCTCTTTCTTGGAC 
PIN3CHIP PR7 GTATACGGTTTAGCCGTATG 
PIN3CHIP PF8 TTGAGTCACTCAGTCATAGC 
PIN3CHIP PR8 GAAGCACTTCATATGTCAGC 
PIN3CHIP PF9 ACACATAGACACACTCGACG 
PIN3CHIP PR9 TAAGGAGACAAGATGGGCTG 
PIN3CHIP PF10 AATGGATTAGTTAGAGAATGTG 
PIN3CHIP PR10 AGAAGAAGGTCTACATGTGG 
PIN3CHIP PF11 ATGTCCGTTTCAATCAGTCG 
PIN3CHIP PR11 ATACATCTCATCATATGGAAAG 
PIN7CHIP PF1 CCAAACCATGAGCAGAATTG 
172 
 
PIN7CHIP PR1 GCAATTGCTTCTTCGATTCA 
PIN7CHIP PF2 TCGCGGAAAGATCTTGATAA 
PIN7CHIP PR2 CGTTGTTGTTGTCGGGAA 
PIN7CHIP PF3 GCATTGCACCTTCTTTACCA 
PIN7CHIP PR3 GGATTGATTTCTCATAAGCTCGT 
PIN7CHIP PF4 TTTGTATCGGTCCAATATTGAT 
PIN7CHIP PR4 CTACAAAATGGCGAAATCATAC 
PIN7CHIP PF5 AATCAGCTATGTGTCTGCGA 
PIN7CHIP PR5 CATTTCACAAAAGTAGTAACATC 
PIN7CHIP PF6 TTGGACCGGCATTTACGTGT 
PIN7CHIP PR6 GGACTGACTGTCTACATGTC 
PIN7CHIP PF7 AGGTCGTCATGTGTTTGCTG 
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